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Hubbard, Execs Meet With Volker

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., says that
he and two real estate executives
from his district have received no
real assurance that tight-money
policies will be relaxed in the near
future.
Hubbard, joined by realtors
Randall Dawson and Roy Darnell,
had a breakfast meeting Monday
with Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Paul Volker at which
they explained how tight federal
money policies affect the man on
the street.
While Volker made no
commitments at their breakfast
meeting, which lasted more than
an hour, Dawson said the group
"planted some seeds that we hope
will take effect."
Dawson and Darnell outlined a
plan to contact realtors and others
to generate a national letterwriting .campaign against the
tight-money policy and resulting

high interest rates.
"We hope that when all the mail
starts coming in, there will be
some mind-changing," Dawson
said.
Hubbard said Volker told them
of his "inability to be optimistic
about interest rates coming down
in the near future."
Hubbard, a member of the
House Banking Committee and its
financial institutions
subcommittee, said Volker "fears
that sharp reductions in the
interest rate would drive up
inflation.. He fears a reduction in
interest rates could mean, by
Christmastime this year, a bigger
increase in interest rates and
inflation."
The Kentucky Democrat said
that Volker mentioned that
"government spending and
government borrowing are the
main reasons for high interest
rates, and that balancing the

The Murray State University
Students will complete the
questionaire at home as part of Theatre has announced "A Season
the registration process. The tests of International Theatre" for 1981then are administered at area test 82.
According to Dr. Mark
centers on any of the five weekend
national test dates—Oct. 17, Dec. Malinauskas, director of theatre
at Murray State, "this is a most
12, Feb.20, April 3 and June 12.
ambitious and a most exciting
season." The season is made up of
six plays which are set in such
diverse places as Japan, Ireland,
Russia and Texas.
Chambers of Commerce and
The first production of the
Murray State University.
season will be a premier
In addition to the dinner, city
production of a new play entitled
and county officials throughout "Edison: The Man." Written by
the region will be proclaiming Robert Valentine, this play is
Sept. 6-11, as Industry based on the writings, folktales
Appreciation Week.
and historical anecdotes of "the
This Appreciation Dinner will Wizard of Menlo Park.""Edison"
consummate one of the major will be presented Sept. 14-15.
goals of the regional Task Force
The second production will be
since it was organized almost two
years ago. That is to say jointly, Shakespeare's "Macbeth."
"thank you" to the companies Rehearsals have already begun
operating in our region and to for the Oct. 7-11 production of
offer the region's assistance in one of Shakespeare's greatest
helping them remain prosperous tragedies. According to James I.
Schempp, associate professor of
and to grow.
The Task Force was created out theatre at MSU, this will be the
of the realization that any first time in the 56-year history of
business or industry located in one
of the eight counties benefits the
entire Purchase Area. The Task
Force membership represents a
cross section of public and private
interests working closely through
elected officials, chambers,
Fifteen classes will be featured
industrial boards,foundations and in the Ninth Annual "Super Show"
other related organizations to be held by the New Providence
throughout the eight-county Riding Club on Saturday, Sept. 5,
region. The public and private at 4 p.m.at the riding club.
sectors have long recognized that
Officials said guaranteed
this unified regional approach to money is itemized for each of the
economic growth and classes. An entry fee for each
development can only strengthen class will be charged. The
each of our individual community admission will be $1 per person
efforts.
with children under6 free.

the University Theatre that one of
Shakespeare's tragedies has been
produced.

AMONG TOPS IN NATION — Seven Murray High School students scored 30 or
above and rank nationally in the 99 percentile, according to American College
Testing scores. They are (from left, top row) Samir Mahfoud, Mark Hussung,
Kevin Cole, Bill Smith (bottom row) Lisa Russell, Natalie Simpson and Erin
O'Brien.

Seven Murray High School
seniors are among the top
students in the nation, based on
their individual American College
Testing Program scores.
The students each scored 30 or
above and ranked nationally in the
99 percentile on the test scores.
They are Samir Mahfoud,son of
Dr. and Mrs. Wade Mahfoud;
Mark Hussung, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Karl Hussung; Kevin Cole,
son of Mr.and Mrs. Loal Cole; Bill
Smith, son of Dr. and Mrs.

• Designed to provide guidance
information for education and
career planning, the ACT
progre_ is recommended for use
by stu nt applications at more
than 2,700 college and univrsities.

An eight-county Purchase Area
Industry Appreciation dinner will
be held Thursday,Sept. 10, 1981, at
7:30 p.m. in the University Center
at Murray State University.
The first such regional
appreciation event in the
Purchase, over 50 companies
from throughout the area will be
recognized for contributions not
only to their local community, but
to the economic growth and
stability of the whole Purchase
Area.

Keynote speaker for the dinner
is M. G. O'Neill, president and
chief executive officer of the
General Tire & Rubber Company.
Secretary Bruce Lunsford,
Kentucky Commerce Cabinet, will
be representing Gov. John Y.
Brown.
The dinner, which is expected to
draw around 900 individuals, is
being hosted by the Purchase
ADD Industrial Development
Task Force, working in
cooperation with the area's

The 1981 Labor Day Arts and
Crafts Festival at Kenlake State
Park Amphitheatre in Aurora will
feature an "urban roundup"
dance program.
Musicians from Nashville,
Tenn., will join entertainers from
the Kentucky Lake Music Barn to
provide music for waltzing, disco,
square dancing, round and
freelance dancing. The dancing
will start at 8 p.m. Sunday at the
amphitheatre.
More than 100 exhibitors have

registered for the arts and crafts
festival which will begin at 10 a.m.
Saturday and continue through
Sunday at the park. The exhibitors
will be displaying works which
include wood, oil scrimshaw,
leather and stained glass. Grist
mills, quilts and other crafts also
will be shown.

William Smith; Lisa Russell,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Russell; Natalie Simpson,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Miles
Simpson; and Erin O'Brien,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
O'Brien.

Kentucky Western Waterland is
sponsoring the two-day event,
with some events co-sponsored by
local firms.

Murray High School students
will have five opportunities during
the 1981-82 school year to make
use of the program, which consists
of four tests and a two-part
questionaire.

Former Employees Claim Violations
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Claiming constitutional
violations, a group of current and
former state employees have filed
suit in U.S. District Court in an
,,effort to overturn layoffs and
demotions occurring under the
Brown administration.
The BUR challenges the
procedures the state has used in
employee actions and seeks the
restoration of jobs, lost benefits
and damages for "pain and
suffering" incurred by state
employees as the result of layoffs
and demotions.
The suit, filed Tuesday by the
State Employees'Defense Fund of
Kentucky, lists 42 plaintiffs, but
the case could affect a much
larger number of people if the
court rules in favor of the group.
The complaint seeks
certification of the suit as a Clais
action. If granted, the outcome

would be applicable to all current
and former employees with five or
more years of state government
service who have been laid off or
demoted since January 1980.
Brown's press secretary, Frank
Ashley, said "This office has not
been served with any papers on it,
and I think it would be
inappropriate t conunent until
the general counsel has a chance
to review the complaint."
SEDKF contends the
procedures used in laying off and
demoting employers violated
state and federal law and the
workers', constitutional rights to
due process and equal protection.
The suit argues that employees
were laid off without
consideration of seniority, service
records, performance appraisals,
conduct and qualifications. That
violated state law and Merit
System regulations as well as
ngnts ot due process,the suit said.

federal budget would do more
than anything the Federal
Reserve Board could do."
However, Hubbard said, "I've
heard other theories and want to
believe lower interest rates could
help our economy.
Dawson and Darnell, both of
whom said their real estate
business had decreased about twothirds in the past three years, said
the Paducah Board of Realtors
was using its conununciations
network to enlist realtors
nationwide in a letter-writing
campaign against tight money
and high interest.
Dawson said realtors around the
country will sponsor newspaper
advertisements asking people to
write federal officials and their
congressmen to protest about high
interest rates.
"Then they will see, obviously,
that there are a lot of people
affected by it," he said.

In addition,the suit contends:
the layoffs had "a disparate
—The layoffs were "arbitrary impact on employees over 40
and capricious" and violated years of age," the suit said.
constitutional rights of equal
The suit seeks an injunction!
protection.
prohibiting layoffs without
—The state did not try to place consideration of seniority and
laid-off employees in other other
factors, a declaration that
positions for which they were the layoffs were illegal and
qualified, as required by state law
unconstitutional and an ordered
and regulations.
reinstatement
of employees
—Merit employees were laid off affected by layoffs, demotions and
while provisional, temporary, transfers.
emergency or probationary
Named as defendants in the sui
employees in the same agency,
class and locality were retained, were Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.,
in violation of personnel members of the state Personae
Board and 29 agency heads a
regulations.
personnel officers.
—Vacancies were filled from a
competitive register before laidThe group's attorney, Oliver H
off employees were given full
Barber, said the suit was filed
consideration for re-employment
western district court a
as required by state law.
Louisville because a number o
The plaintiffs also have file,* plaintiffs live in the western
age-discrimination charges with
district.
the U.S. Equal •Employment
Claims madein filing a lawsuit
Opportunity Commission,alleging give only one side of the case.

songs, jigs and laughter, might
also draw an occasional tear from
the thoughtful audience member.
"The "Hostage will be presented
The third event in the on Feb.25,26 and 27.
University Theatre season will be
The sixth production of the
a guest appearance by ,Murray University Theatre will be "The
State's Opera Workshop, which Seagull" by Anton Chekhov. Set in
will present Gilbert and Sullivan's pre-revolutionary Russia, this is a
"The Mikado." This classic comic play about sincerity, simplicity,
operatta, set in Japan of long ago humor and creativity. The subtlty
and far away will be presented on of the dialogue makes "The
Oct.72,23 and 24.
Seagull" a rich tapestry of a play,
The fourth_production will be a deeply moving experience. -The
Preston Jones' play about a sleepy Seagul" will be presented April 8,
West Texas town, "The Last 9 and 10.
In addition to these six
Meeting Of The Knights of The
White Magnolia." Patrons who productions, the University
attended last year's production of Theatre will also present a.
"LuAnn Hampton Laverty Children's Theatre production and
Oberlander" might recognize this a number of studio productions.
Season tickets are currently on
as another play from the Texas
Trilogy. "Knights..." which deals sale at $10 for adults and $7.50 for
with the decline of the old south, students and senior citizens.
will be presented Nov. 12, 13 and Information on season tickets or
14.The fifth production of the any aspect of the University
Theatre may be obtained by
University Theatre will be
writing the University Theatre,
Brendan Behan's play "The
Box 2858 University Station,
Hostage." Set in Ireland during
Murray, Ky. 42071 or by calling
"the time of the troubles," this
area code(502) 762-4421.
wildly vivacious play, full of

Classes include the following.
Halter Open, $100 class, four
places; Ponies, 56 inches and
under,$25 class, walk and favorite
gait, four places; Fox Trot, $50
class, walk and fox trot, four
places.
Open Western Pleasure, $500
class, six places; Style Rack, $50
guaranteed money, four places,
tack optional; Intermediate
Western Pleasure, rider 18 years
and under,$100 class,four places;
Pleasure Saddle Horse, $50
guaranteed money, four places,
tack options; Super Barrel Race
Open, $1,000 class, seven places;
Intermediate Barrels, rider 18
years and under, $100 class, four

3-A
Aces
6-B,7-B
Classifieds
6-B
Comics
6-B
Crosswords
2-A
Dear Abby
12-A
Deaths& Funerals
2-A,3-A
Local Scene
5-A
Opinion Page
1-B,2-B
Sports

places;
Open Flag Race, $250 class, run
both ways, five p1a6es; Ladies
Barrels, $125 class, four places;
Open Poles, $250 class, five
places.
Intermediate Poles, $50 class,
four places; Non-Winner Barrel
Race, $100 class, four places; 1
Barrel Speed, $250 class, five
places.
The riding club is'located five
miles east of Murray off Highway
121 on Highway 893. For
information call 492-8572, 436-5898,
492-8607, or 492-8791. In case of
severe weather the show will be
held at the Murray. State
University Expo Center.

Considerable cloudiness today,
tonight and Thursday with a
chance of thunderstorms. Highs
today and Thursday in the low to
mid 80s. Lows tonight in the upper
60s.
Winds light southerly winds
today through Thursday.
Chance of rain 30 percent today,
tonight and Thursday.
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Alumni
Plan
Picnic

st pit ntiorr

•
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Celebration Is Sunday
De

The annual Trigg County
High School Alumni Picnic will be
held Saturday, Sept. 5, at 6:30
p.m. at the high school cafeteria.
Plates, napkins, and forks will be
furnished. The class of 1946 will be
honored and will be host that evening.
The 1946 class will have a
meeting in the school cafeteria at
4 p.m. for a reunion, then join the
others for the picnic. Tom Vinson
is program chairman, who said,
the annual auction for the Roy
McDonald Scholarship Fund will
be held. Persons having items to
donate for the auction are asked to
see William Lawrence at Trigg
Co. Farmers Bank or take it to the
high school office, or bring it that
night.

7:00,9:20

RAW
METAL
. E

Cash-Hungry Bride
Skips the Sentiment
By Abigail Van Buren
• 1961 by Umvetsal PfesS SYnd.Ctle

DEAR ABBY. A sister I see infrequently is getting
married soon. She let it be known through the family
grapevine that she would prefer cash instead of a wedding
gift. (Her reason is that her husband•to-be is a hotel
manager; they will be living in the hotel and don't "need"
anything.)
I wrote and explained that I knew her preference, but over
the years I personally have derived much pleasure remembering the givers each time I used their wedding gifts. I told
her that I wanted to give her something special that she
would know came from me. I then offered her a couple of
choices of items I had in mind to send her.
She wrote back( "About the wedding gift. Thanks just the
same, but I think I'll pass."
What should I do? Send her money,nothing, or what? The
little cash I could send her would be lost in the bill-paying of
her expensive wedding. Sign me .
SENTIMENTAL

Mr. and Mrs. Owen Mingles
will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Fellowship Hall of
the First Baptist Church on
Sunday,Sept.6.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the reception
from 2 to 4 p.m. Hosting the event
will be their son, Glenn Billington,
Little Rock, Ark., and their three
daughters, Mrs. Dan Shipley,
Murray, Mrs. Don Huie,
Barnsville, Ga., and Mrs. Don
Lee, LouLsvile.
The family requests that guests
not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Billington were
married Aug. 15, 1931, in Murray
with Marvin and Della Billington
as attendants. They were married
by Mr. Billington's father, the late
Rev.D. W.Billington.
Mrs. Billington, the former
ElvitMcDaniel, is the daughter of
the late Preston and Ada
McDaniel. Mr. Billington is the
son of the late D. W. and Ettie
Billington.
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Horoscope

OF TIN
LOST AIR

FOR THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 3,12111
•
und ol day will
tansay,
be SCORPIO
are inclined to scatter your your woes. Cheerfulness will
what
out
find
tomorrow be? To
(Oct.23toNov.21) Meng- energies. Gifted with always
be your best ally.
read
DEAR ABBY: I had chosen to ignore the letter written to
the stars
Inner self-confidence grows, language, you'll find success
fulfillment in social
You'll
find
.
y:ir7
for
given
you by the Rev. Father Andrew L. James, who classifies all
forecast
AR
Assist one who has dffffculty as a lyricist,journalist,editor,
priests as "Father," all ministers as "Mister," and suggests
in getting about. Keep career novelist, literary critic or work, science, accounting,
the term "Mother" for what he calls "the new Protestant
moves under wraPs for future publisher You're versatile, law, brigierage, acting,
teaching and eng;neering.
Episcopal priestesses." One of our parishioners, however,
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) V dg
'S SUCCeS8.
hid Must work in depth at the Birthdate of: Alan Leda,
was so disturbed by this stance that he cut out the column
Creative energy is high. SAGITTARIUS
to
wish
_iirep one thing at which you
actor; Louis Sullivan,
and asked me to make a reply.
Work towards long-range (Nov.22toDec.21)
succeed. Social contacts are
While some Protestant churches do call their ministers
goals. Matters of joint Keep in touch with friends at very helpful to your career. architect; and Loren nortley,
'Mister," the Lutheran tradition has been to use the term
security are favored. Close a distance. Travel plans are Avoid a tendency to magnify anthropologist.
'Pastor." This has not been affected by the fact that in 1b70
ties
have financial luck.
favored. A private meeting
aur Lutheran Church in America along with the American
TAURUS
brings much
useful
Lutheran Church voted in national conventions tOordain
(Apr.20 to May 2)) kiktife Information.Be aware.
women. This action took place several years after many
You'll act quickly now to CAPRICORN
other Protestant bodies had voted to include women in their
realize family goals. It's a (Dec.22to Jan. 19)
ministerial rolls. Father James must be living in a time
good time to further closeness Business talks meet with
warp in Athens, Ohio, not realizing what his Christian
in romance. Others want to progress. Attend a cultural
sisters and bMthers have been up to.
However, instead of fighting over trivialities, Christians
assist you.
event with another. Friends
should be loving one another. We worship the same God,
GEMINI
are helpful in many ways now,
and I am firmly convinced that our God can call anyone He
(May 21 to June 20)
evertrilly in career matters.
wants to, whether it be a man such as Father James or a
You're facile and clever, but AQUARIUS
woman such as I. with a husband and three children. If we
avoid remarks which could (Jan.20 to Feb.18)
spend more time doing the loving thing rather than trying .hurt. Tackle
creative Close ties come up with
to impose our own "thou shalt nots" on others, think of the
enterprises. Work and valuable ideas. Travel has
impact the Church of Jesus Christ could have on a hurting
domestic matters go well.
business ramifications.
Onlv
world!
CANCER
Creative
people should meet
I forgive you, Father James, for not loving me and not
(June 21 to July 22)
with their representatives.
1%•th (Ark( Bri.m1
accepting me as another champion of the Gospel. Let us love
It's a favorable time for PISCES
one another. After all, that's what this whole thing is all
Salad 40 1 %pa
buying and selling. Relatives (Feb. 19to Mar.20)
r-- Special for kid.
about.
69Morning hours signal work
THE REV. EDITH B. ROBERTS, would enjoy a night out with
InsIde 1).wrig ()nl%
Ire( Ite(111. 4 11 11rolio.
EASTON, PA. you. Local visits have success. Act on your ideas
romantic overtones.
now. Consult with advisers
• • 4,
LEO
about investments. Close ties
(July 23 to Aug.22)
4-10 P.M.
are supportive.
DEAR ABBY: Whenever I send flowers or a gift to
You'll act on your beliefs YOU BORN TODAY have
I
someone in my family, another family member says,"Put now. Your arguments are the gift of self-expression, but
my name on the card." •
convincing,and others will see
I always put her name on the card, but she has yet to give your viewpoint. Keep in touch
me a dime for her part of the gift.
with family.
•
How much longer should I let this go on without saying VIRGO
something?
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) ITP%.
SILENT SUCKER
A confidential tip is helpful
financially.
Buying and selling
DEAR SUCKER: That all depends on how much
are favored. Nearby trips and
longer you want to remain silent.
creative projects are on the
* 5*
agenda.
LIBRA
Getting married? Whether you want a formal (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Speak up at club meetings.
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a Organize a party. Your ability
long,_self-addressed, stamped (35 cents)envelope to: to sense a good bargain pays
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd., off. Buy something nice for
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
yourself.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

7:15, 9:05
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made simple.
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Welcome Wagon
e King 4924348

Mary Hamilton 75344700

Trisha Clark Crowned
DeMolay Sweetheart
Trisna D. Clark was crowned
sweetheart tor me Kentucky
Demolay Association for 1981-82
year on Aug. 15.
Lakeland Chapter Order of
Demolay at Grand Rivers entered
Miss Clark as a state contestant at
their conclave which was held at
Richmond. She was Lakeland
chapter's sweetheart.
Miss Clark is the daughter of
Roy all0 Dollie Clark of Murray
Route One.

WE'RE GUARDING YOU
FROM A NEW OUTPOST.

Vt'e 4. 4 hanged um Jddress. Now we can serve your territory
144144•4 than e%.er. Wet an provide you with excellent auto,
hwtoctownets, health and other coverages that meet your insurance
need, . and hat k them with prompt, lair claim sprvice.
so sound the

Wednesday

Paducah Downtown Kiwanis Club
Present

Ormf--,9 •')) 1314

Wi.'re ready to ride with you.

Bob Nanney Insurance
Agency
201 So. 5th
753-4937

FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY
KlEITIPER resrusunonl

•

A Demolay Chapter is composed of young men between the ages
of 13 and 21. The chapter also must
have advisors and may have a
mothers club and one sweetheart.
Each chapter is sponsored by
Master Masons.
For more information about
Demolay, phone one of the following numbers: 489-2558, 362-8348,
362-8361, 988-3828, 388-9498, 3889735,52?-3353,395-4612,395-7316.

Reunion
Plans have been made for the
Scheriffius Reunion this weekend.
An ice cream supper is planned
for Saturday, Sept. 5 at 6:30 p.m.
at the Community Room of the
North Branch of the People's
Bank, Murray.
On Sunday,Sept.6 at 1:00 p.m.a
potluck meal will be held at the old
part of the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
All relatives of the William and
Lenora Scherffius family are invited for both occasions.

Sub-District
The annual supper meeting of
the Murray Sub-District United
Methodist Mena and their wives
will be held at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church
on Saturday,Sept. 12, at 6:30 p.m.
Musical entertainment will be
provided and the itiest speaker
will be the Rev. Dr. Frank Bulle,
the District Superintendent of the
Paris District of the United
Methodist Church.

Barbara Mandrel!
& Louise Mandrell with
Guest Star
R.C. Bannon
at

Murray State Field House
Saturday Sept. 12, 1981
at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets on Sale
For $8.00 & $900 at
Dennison Hunt Sporting Goods
Chuck's Music Center
Murray State Student Center
Mr. i's Clothing
Benton & Mayfield
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Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington

DEAR SENTIMENTAL: She said, "I'll pass." So
pass her.

7:20, 9:15

1'11,

Or Send
Self Addressed-Stamped Envelope
With "Mandrel'Tickets" on top
Check or Money Order
to P.0. Box 901
Paducah, Ky. 42001
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Community Events Listed
Ellis Center will be open from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m'. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at 12
noon. For transportation call 7530929 between 8:30 and 9 a.m.
Hazel and Douglas Centers will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by the senior citizens
with lunch at Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
and at Douglas at 12 noon.

Overeaters Anonymous will
meet at 12 noon in the basement
of the Baptist Student Union at
Waldrop and Chestnut Streets.

Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha International will
meet at the home of Hazel Cowin
at 7 p.m.

United Campus Ministry will
have its luncheon at 12:30 p.m. in
the Ohio Room, Unibversity
Center, Murray State University.

t
(
1

Friday,Sept.4
Mothers Morning Out will be
held at 9 a.m. at the First Christian Church.

Returning Students United, a
club for college students who are
over the age of 23, will meet from 8
to 9 a.m. in Room 101, Ordway
Hall, Murray State University.
For some information call 7626851.

"Let nothing pass that
will advantage you." —
Cato.

Women of the Oaks Country
Clubw will play bridge and golf at
9:30 a.m.

The trump suit held the
key to today's startling
game. Everyone would
score the game if the
trumps were 2-2. How to
make the game if they split
3-1? Here's how Ace Bob
Hamman baited his hook to
lead an unwary East astray.
Hamman won the first
heart and quickly saw that
the only problem lay with
the trump suit. A heart loser
was unavoidable so the only
hope was to limit the trump
suit to two losers.
Had Hamman led a low
trump at trick two, the
defenders would have had
no problems. West would
win his ace, cash his heart
winner and then East could
wait comfortably with two
trump tricks for down one.
Since East didn't find a
heart raise, Hamman decid-

Overeaters Anonymous will
meet at 12 noon in the basement of
the Baptist Student Union at
Walrdrop and Chestnut Streets.
United Campus Ministry will
have its luncheon at 12:30 p.m. in
the Ohio Room, University
Center, Murray State University.
Laker Appreciation Day with 10
per cent of the profits going to the
Calloway Lakers will be held all
day at Mr. Gatti's.
Thurmla),,Sept.3
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will open the
club year with a meeting at 1 p.m.
at the club house.

Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

/1)

The Alpha Mu chapter of projects and activities for the
Epsilon Sigma Alpha year. Members are reminded that
International noncollegiate, chapter dues are now payable.
leadership-service sorority will
have its first meeting of the year
on Thursday, Sept. 3 at 7 p.m. at
the home of Hazel Cowin, 1508
Story Avenue, with Barb Witte as
co-hostess.
"In Unity, Working for the
Group A of the Ladies Tennis of
Community" has been selected by
the
fd4club.r Country Club will play
president Rita Cummings as the
motto for her term of office. She on' • y , Sept. 4, at 9:30
will be assisted by Barb Witte as a.m.at
The lineup is asfollows:
vice-president, Jean Flemming,
Court
One —Lynn Stout, Brenda
treasurer; and Dianna Williams
Marquardt,
Lois Keller, and Carol
secretary.
The agenda for Thursday's Boaz.
Court Two—Judy Carroll;
meeting will be planning the
Andrea Hogancamp, Patsy
Miller, and Joni Billington.
Court Three — Jeanetta
Williams, Enuny Edwards, Jana
Hughes,and Patsy Oakley.
Gold can be beaten go
Anyone needing a substitute
thin that a gram will
may call Mary Valentine.
cover 56 square inches.

Mother
, Goose
if Shoes)

Tennis Group To
Play On Friday

NORTH
9-2-A
•Q 6 5 4
93
1P
*J 104 2
•KQ7
WEST
EAST
•KJ9
•A
K QJ 1052
1113 7 6
*Q 7 6 5
•98 3
+84
+6532
SOUTH
•1087 3 2
V A4
•A K
4 A J 109

,

A
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That's because we re professionals when it comes to
fitting your child s feet with
the proper shoes

Al AIR SHOPPINC CE
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12071

PHONE 502.75)-740)

SHO
BIZZ, IL

West
2,
Pass

North
2+
44

East
Pass
All

Opening lead: Heart king

tricks.
"Let nothing pass that
will advantage you."
Bid with Corn
South holds:

9-2-B

•A
K QJ 1052
*Q7 6 5
+84
Soma
111P

111)

G. CORN, JR.

of
Lnand-Between-The-Lakes will be
held at the Walter Bilbrey Place
(across from the Buffalo Pasture)
the Sunday, Sept. 6, before Labor
Day.
This includes everyone from
Land-Between-The-Lakes
Community (Model, Blue Springs,
Nevils Creek, Tharpe, Crockett's
Creek, Bethlehem). All others
who want to come are welcome.
Lunch will be served at
approximately 12:45 p.m. This
will give people time to get out of
church and to the picnic area in
time eat with others.

1 We'll have a
real fit with

Alpha Mu Plans Meet

ed that East could not have
a singleton spade. If West
had a singleton and if it
were the ace, perhaps a subtle swindle might work
against East.
At trick two, Hamman
crossed to dummy's club
queen and led an enticing
queen of spades. East
couldn't resist and he covered the queen with his king
of trumps. This brought
forth West's ace together
with an icy stare and now
another trump lead from
dummy held Hamman's
trump losses to only two

1.64 • optIng S• In .0 S 7
,A
DC pow° I
,•• •

CASH WANTED
NOW!\

Penny Darnall. The flower girl
will be Kelly Vick, cousin of the
bride-elect.
Mr. Thorn has chosen Ritchie
Steen as best man. The
groomsmen will be Mark Starks.
The ushers will be Mark Thorn,
brother of the groom, and Rusty
Edwards, cousin of the brideelect.
A reception will be held in the
Dexter Community Center
following the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Homecoming
Sunday For
LBL Residents
•
The annual homecoming

pass

ANY GOLD STAMPED) We ore not "fly•By•Nighters"
only in town overnight to take
10K-14K-1811-221t
PgA,•11'
(
.1,40, •••11;,,i ..)..0
your money. We've been trusted
PCKIP*V:••
04•41 4t .0[0
in Paducah for 69 years.

(IIN 1 ,1111

Plans for the wedding of Miss
Mary Jo-Darnall, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn Wade Darnall,
and David Thorn, son of Mr. and
Concert by Johnny Paycheck, Mrs. Jackie Thorn, have been
Stonewall Jackson and T-LongB announced.
Band will be at 8 p.m. at the West
The Ceremony will be
Kentucky -Livestock and Exposisolemnized
on Saturday, Sept. 5,
tion Center, College FarmRoad,
p.m.
at
at
6
the Dexter Church of
Murray. Tickets are $10each.
Christ with John Hicks
performing the ceremony. The
Events at Land Between the
music will be by Kathy Reid.
Lakes will include Magic of The
Miss Darnall has chosen Teresa
Night at 7 and 8 p.m. at the Golden
Thompson as her maid of honor.
Pond Visitors Center, and Rough
Her bridesmaid will be her sister,
Fish Utilization from noon to 4
p.m.at Center Station.

South
14
340

The Honest Way!
Well e
Pay You
DIAMONDS

.

Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: South. The bidding:

GOLD ...
DIAMONDS.

BUY
UY

Hazel and Douglas Centers will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
and at Douglas at 12 noon.

THE ACES*IRA

Ladies Tri-State Golf Tournament will open at 9 a.m. at the
Murray Country Club.

WE
BUY

Darnall And Thorn
Wedding Is Saturday

Thursday,Sept. 3

Women of the Oaks Country
Club will play bridge and golf at
9:30a.m.

•-.
••-•.
•
•.

mh.r 2. 1161

11111...4.

Wednesday,Sept. 2
Tri-State Ladies Golf
Tournament will open at 9 a.m. at
the Murray Country Club.

- •• -41, 1P tP 411"

North
311

t(t h 1111p rn

ANSWER: Four hearts. A
minimum opening does not
Justify a slam try of three
spades. Bid the game and let
responder initiate the slam
moves.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P.O. Box 12343. Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
.

11.1 Air Shopping ct••
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OLD JEAN
TRADE-IN DAYS

FREE MONOGRAMMING

Bring us your old, worn-out,faded
at the knees, patched-in-the-rear
blue jeans -AS LONG AS THEY ARE
CLEAN-Minnens will give you

SEPTEMBER 2 to 15
On men's crew and v•neck sweaters and
on men's oxford cloth shirts.

$S off the sale price of any new jean...
including Chic by H. I. S., Lee, Levis, and Brittania.
Juniors and Misses Sizes.
Trade one old jean for one w jean. Trade
two old jeans for two new je ns, etc.
NO LIMIT. Offer ends Su ay, Sept.6.

1

Layaway
Mastercar
Visa

BEL AIR CENTER OLYMPIC PLAZA
Shop Daily 109, Sunday 1 5, Labor Day 10 5
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11.“ . . Men's crew neck sweaters. The
classic shetland-look in a wool blend, with
banded cuffs and waist. Navy, burgundy,
camel, Lt. blue, green, brown.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
:Men's v-neck sweater 100% zeffran
12.ti
acrylic.with banded cuff and waist. Available
in Navy, bone, burgundy, brown, camel. Lt.
blue. Sizes S:M-L-XL.

limited tire offer for FREI 3 initial
monogrammed items.
Allow 3 week,delivery.
•
..‘

IT'S ALWAYS A SPECIAL DAY AT NATIONAL STORES
YOUR HOMETOWN DEPARTMENT STORE

Mon.-Sot. 9:30 til 5

Main Street, Murray, Kentucky
•

19.00 . . Men's oxford shirt. Long
sleeve, button down collar by Arrow.
Available in blue, white, tan. Sizes
/
2 to 17.
141
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Decreases Reflect Low Farm Prices
-

Grocery bills dipped last month
after two months of price
increases, dropping just over half
a percent, an Associated Press
marketbasket survey shows.
The August decline — combined
with other decreases during the
first half of 1981 — meant that the
average cost of the marketbasket
of items priced by the AP was
bier at the start of Seltember
than it was a year earlier.
The AP survey covers 14
commonly purchased food and
non-food items, selected at
random. The items were priced on
March 1, 1973 at one supermarket
in each of 13 cities and have been
rechecked on or about the start of
each succeeding month.
The latest survey showed the
biggest bargain at the meat
counter. The price of a pound of
center-cut pork chops declined
last month at the checklist store in
nine of the cities surveyed.
The decreases at the

KMAP To
Implement
System
On Oct. 1, 1981 the Kentucky
Medical Assistance Program
(KMAP) will implement the
Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS). The
MMIS is a computerized information system designed to
process claims submitted to the
KMAP by providers of medical
services. The changeover to the
MMIS will involve changes affecting both the Program and
the provider.
KMAP staff will be available
for a 11
/
2 hour Workshop on Sept.
24, 1981 to be held for Western
Kentucky in the Oval Room,
Lourdes Hospital, 1530 Lone Oak
Road, Paducah, Ky. at 12:30
p.m. This will be the same
workshop described in Physi-.
cian Letter No. A-83, dated
August 21, 1981 which was mailed to all physicians.
For information and reservations,c call area code 502-4427183 by Sept. 10, 1981. The
meeting is sponsored by McCracken County Association of
Medical Assistants.

Houston
Sworn In At
Ceremony
David Houston, 28, son of Joe
and Novie flouston of Almo
Route 1 was sworn into the Navy
at ceremonies held recently in
Memphis, Tenn., according to
RMI Fred T. Fredricksen of the
Navy Recruiting Station in
Murray.
The 1971 graduate of St.
Mary's High School, Paducah,
enlisted for four years wigh
guaranteed training as a Navy
Mineman. In this phase he will
be assembling and repairing
mines, and checking and testing
electrical and electronic mine
circuits.
Houston is presently
undergoing recruit training at
the Naval Training Center in
Orland, Fla., where he is
receiving training in physical
fitness, swimmikngng and
survival, basic shipboard
orientation, gunnery, fire
fighting, military law and many
other subjects.
Upon completion of recruit
training, he will attend the
Navy's Class "A" school for
minemen in Charleson,S. C.

Arraignment
For Hunt,
McGuffy Changed
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Arraignment proceedings for
former state Democratic Party'schairman Howard "Sonny" Hunt
and former state Insurance
Commissioner Harold McGuffey
have been moved up to Tuesday.
The two had been scheduled.to
face arraigninent next
Wednesday.
Hunt and McGuffey were
indicted July 17 by a special
federal grand jury that is looking
Into alleged corruption in state
government. Both are charged in
connection with an alleged
kickback scheme involving
commissions from state insurance
policies.
Hunt is charged with
conspiracy, extortion and filing
false income tax returns.
McGuffey is charged with
conspiracy and extortion.
Lawyers representing both men
have said their clients will plead
Innocent at their arraignments,
which are scheduled for 2:30 p.m.
In U.S. District Court.

supermarket reflect, in part,
lower prices being paid to
farmers. Preliminary figures
from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture showed, for example,
that prices paid to farmers for
meat animals as a group dropped
1.3 percent from the middle of
July to the middle of August.
Here are some of the findings of
the latest AP survey:
—The marketbasket bill
decreased at the checklist store in
eight cities during August and

increased in four. It was
unchanged in the 13th city.
Overall, the marketbasket bill
dropped an average of six-tenths
of a percent. That compared with
a four-tenths of a percent average
increase in July and a 1.3 percent
rise in June.
—Comparing prices today with
those at the start of September
1980, the AP found that the
marketbasket bill at the checklist
store was higher in five cities and
lower in eight, for an overall

population density or actual eggs, creamy peanut butter
family expenditures. Standard laundry detergent, fabric
brands and sizes or comparable softener, tomato sauce, milk
substitutes were selected. The AP frankfurters and sugar. A 15tt
did not compare actual prices item, chocolate chip cookies, was
from city to city. The only dropped from the list when the
comparisons were made in terms manufacturer discontinued the
of percentages of increase or ;package size used in the survey.
The cities checked were:
decrease.
The items inthe AP survey are: Albuquerque, N.M. Atlanta,
chopped chuck, center-cut pork Boston, Chicago, Midas, Detroit,
chops, frozen orange juice Los Angeles, Miami, New York,
concentrate, coffee, paper towels, Philadelphia, Providence, R.I.,
butter, Grade-A medium white Salt Lake City and Seattle.

average decrease of 1.6 percent.
—Slightly more than one-fifth of
all the items priced at the
checklist stores went down during
August, while just under one-third
increased. The overall drop in
grocery bills was due to the fact
that the decreases — particularly
for pork chops — were
substantial, while the increaeses
generally averaged less than a
dime per item.
The AP did not try to weight
survey results according to
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Flay-O-Rich

Buttermilk

Crisco Pine Vegetable

Charmin

24 oz. Save 36'

Oil

Bathroom
Tissue
4 Roll Pkg.

98

exi

Save 26' Vs Gel. $1 09

Boma Pyre Blocklbon'T Save 60'
16 oz.

Jelly

Faygo All Flavors

Drinks

16 oz.

994
99;

4/$1

Coca Cola,
Tab, Sprite

00

16 01 8 Bottle
With Betties
Or Deposit

1"

Perim D99 Ch" 30 Lb. Bog Save 40'

Bonus Pk.

Sere 41'

$699

Save 60'

Dixie Kitchen Cep 5 oz.

Hyde Perk goose

in Cs. Save 30'$

Refills

/9

Kraft Miniatyre Save 16'

iov, •z.

Marshmallows
Viotti Hot Dog

Sauce

Save 9' 10 oz.

49,

Save 20'

Cottage Cheese

1 49

$

Lipton Save 50'

Tea Bags

ith.594

2I69

12.z.

&softest 24 oz.

Crackers

Save 24' 46 oz.894

$139

Singles

Sunshine
Krispy

Telugu Pink Gropefrait

Juice

en
mi
col
int
1
th(
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1

100 ci.$249

Sts-Pvf Fabric
Save 30'

Save 36'

Softner

1191

$1 39

•••.-

Contedino Peeled

Gold Medal

Tomatoes
/ Bunny
/
Fluffy Fresh

Charles Potato

Chips

Bread

Reg. $1.09 Save 30'

79

Flour

16 Oz. Reand Top

al
al

di

rE

Plain Or Self Rising

Afrin Nasal

Loaves

tic
fa

Spray

89

/
1
2 Fl. Oz. Reg. $2.49 Save $1.26

Save 20'

Capsules

984

Save 274

Dexatris 20's

5 Lb. llog
$269

Sere $1.10 Reg. 4.49
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FROZEN FOODS
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Frosty Acres

Orange Juice

0

French Fries

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

12 oz.

9* Chuck Roast

Garden Delight

I MS

5 Lb. Bag

===== MI IN MI MIN

Frosty Seas

Fish Sticks

=============== Ell NI MI In MI MB

11
Bologna :
$139 :
1 b. pkg.

Field's
Skid Slob

Bacon
$115

a
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a
a

I Fresh Lean

$1 29

:Ground Beef

PROptICE
U.S. No. 1 Red

a.

or Mere

si 59

Potatoes

10 Lb. Beg

I

lean Beeeless
Beef Stew

•

s

Calif.

=====
U.S.D.A.

Frysh Pork Spare

Yellow Sweet

4 I

Corn
•

Thompson White Seedless

lb.
•im •we in Ns row
•
•
iwo se• welja •

1

we we IN I

1
1

Roost

99'.

61. IN•
•

d,

:

Beef Ann

1

Ribs

Nectarines

Grapes

II

10

Reld's Skid

Wieners
12..09.994
.......,..,..
.

Strawberries

$1 69

MI In

Field's
Pro Leap.

Frosty Acres Sliced

1

DEPARTMENT
MEAT
enessammoase•meemyseemmummi•=ass•
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$1 79

Lb.
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NEW YORK (AP)— Social club
discrimination barring certain
people from membership for
reasons of race, sex, religion or

The finding tended to uphold the
conventional reason for the liner's
demise: Because it was at the end
of its voyage and had not filled its
fuel tanks with seawater for
ballast, it was riding high in the
water and therefore was less
stable when it was hit.
Dennis Murphy, spokesman for
the U.S. Customs Service, said
special agents would inspect and
appraise the plates, silverware
and other artifacts that divers
salvaged during their month-long
search of the Andrea Doria's
debris-strewn wreck.
The appraisers' job is difficult,
he said, because "plates that were
shipped from Lisbon in seven days
don't have the same value as ones
that have spent the last 25 years
on the ocean floor. It's like the
Hope Diamond: The history is
part of the value."
The items — and whatever is
found in the Bank of Rome safe
when it is opened — will be taxed
as imported goods, he added.

national origin remains "one of
the last vestiges of institutional
bigotry in America,". says the
American Jewish Committee.
It issued a study booklet saying
such clubs, while called
"private," actually are made up
of members who "often scarcely
know each other" but which
nevertheless serve for informal
business and professional
contacts, so that denial of access
"can be a severe handicap."
CINCINNATI(AP) — The Rev.
Norman Perry has been named
editor of St. Anthony Messenger,a
Catholic monthly published by the
Franciscans. He succeeds the
Rev. Jeremy Harrington who was
elected minister provincial of the
Franciscans. The Rev. Andrew
Fox was appointed publisher, a
position Harrington also had held.

Reagan Aides Wear Vests

-4wergAki_

GEORGE W.CORNELL
NEW -YORK (AP) — Gospel
music has become big business
lately, both for recording
companies and the "star"
performers on the road. Some
church professionals say the
output may be getting too
commercial.
A growing number of singers,
composers, groups, agents,
recording and sheet-music firms
are in the sacred music trade.
Fees have escalated, with
appearances in some cases
reported in the five-figure range
and bookings handled as on the
entertainment circuit.
Richard D. Dinwiddie,
professor of church music at
Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School in Deerfield, Ill., says the
"ministry of music" has become a
big-demand item on the modern
market.
"Pastors,church musicians and
Christian leaders are increasingly
concerned about commercialism
in the ministry of music," he
writes in the evangelical
fortnightly, Christianity Today.
He cites reports that Christian
record companies now gross $100
million a year on records and
tapes, with sheet music sales
reaching $75 millon, and gate
receipts of about 500 Christian
artists on the road totalling $50
million annually.
A "Jesus concert" can turn a
profit exceeding $200,000, he says.
"The structuring of fees often is
quite overtly commercial, with
flexibility predicated on whatever
the traffic will bear," he says,
citing increasingly common fees
of $400 to $500, some up to $10,000
or $20,000 per concert.
Thousands of dedicated
musicians, both the anonymous
volunteers in local congregations
and the virtuosoes in the public
limelight, he says, "want nothing
more than to offer all they have to
Christ for him to use in any way."
But many others"are exploiting
the ministry of music for personal
advantage," Dinwiddie says. In
such cases, "we are dangerously
near turning our gospel music
heritage to secular control."
The monthly Christian Herald
also reports that contemporary
gospel music has become a major
seller in the nation's record
outlets, with 40 publishing firms
now concentrated in that field,
compared with only five of them

Chinese Grievances

-

LEAVES TAIL Of PENDING COURT
CASES RELATING TO FRICR ARRESTS

20 years ago.
Some of them are given high
marks for their conduct and
quality,'such as Word Publishers
of Waco, Texas, a publisher of
music and books, and which this
year is marking its 30th
anniversary.
It has stood "in the vanguard"
of the contemporary surge of
gospel music, editorializes
Christianity Today, keeping a
"cool head in spite of enormous
pressures to compromise" and
consistently turning out high
quality material.
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Murray High School will open on
Sept. 4, according to Supt. W. Z.
Carter. The Rev. Thomas Lyles
will be the featured speaker.
The Crass Furniture Company
has been elected as an Outstanding Crosley dealer of the MidSouth by the National Rose Company, Memphis, Tenn.,
distributors of Crosley appliances.
The Fifth Annual Missionary
Education Institute of the Kentucky Christian- Women's
Fellowship will be held at Wells
Hall, Murray State College, on
Sept. 6 to 8. The First Christian
Church of Murray will be the host
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Smith and
daughter, Janot of Decatur, Ga.,
have been the guests of relatives
here.
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Letter

Air Controllers
NEW YORK (AP) —
"Announce that the union is
disqualified but that the
government will deal with them as
individuals," said the lady firmly.
"Allow the air controllers to come
backs individuals."
After six decades as an adviser
— to several U.S. presidents, to
labor negotiators, to the military,
to corporation executives — she
wears her 79 years lightly. But her
convictions are strong as ever.
"The strikers are wrong," she
said flatly. "They broke the law.
They violated an oath." While
reduced hours should be
considered, she said, the
controllers', money demands are
"ridiculous."
But, she continfled, "you just
don't say `you're fired."
This is Anna Rosenberg
Hoffman speaking, frankly and
bluntly though indirectly to
President Reagan, as she had to
Presidents-Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Harry S. Truman and Lyndon B.
Johnson.
Mrs. Hoffman's role as a labor
negotiator and adviser date to the
1920s, when she helped resolve a
series of disputes in the South.
There followed a string of highlevel government positions and
advisdry jobs, including that of
assistant secretary of defense for
manpower.
"I do not think you gain
anything by not telling what you
think," says Mrs. Hoffman, who
recently has limited her advise
mainly to businesses in her role as
senior partner, Anna M.
Rosenberg Associates.
Still, she says, "I cannot argue
with a corporation chairman as I
did with President Roosevelt,"
who apparently-enjoyed thrashing
out issues that way. But business
does listen when she otadvice
of this sort:
—"The people in business who
tend to business alone can't keep
track today of what is happening.
—The lack of communication
between employees and
employers il.disturbing4--- —There Will be "tremendous
pressure on business" to
contribute to the arts and other
nonprofit elements of society
because of reduced federal
assistance.
—Cable TV will be one of life's
big changes. Stockholder
meetings will be more
democratic. The impact on
marketing will be enormous,
especially as communications
become two-way between seller
and buyer.
But she does not forget her
years in government and labor
matters. Reagan did not solicit
her, advice, but she offers it
anyWay.

She declares that in the
controllers' dispute the president
might have taken a different
atttude, and he still would not
compromise the firmness of his
stand by showing "compassion
and understanding."
He could, she continued,
"punish them (controllers) if
necessary and refuse to recognize
the union as their voice. Take
away some benefits. And give a
warning that in the future there
will be no amnesty."
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Thank You
Dear Editor,
The Murray Little League wish
to express our deep appreciation
for your generous donation and
your loyal support during our
state tournament participation.
Your kindness and concern for
the youth of your community is
certainly needed and thank you.
Sincerely,
Murray Little
League All-Stars

Washington Today
WASHINGTON (AP) — There's
an old joke that Washington
veterans are reviving as
President Reagan tries to cope
with the growing political furor
over high interest rates.
The outgoing president hands
his successor three envelopes
marked No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3,
with instructions to open the
appropriate one after each year in
office if the economy is souring.
One bad year goes by, and the
new president opens the first
envelope.- The contents say:
"Blame the previous
administration." After another
poor year, he opens the second
envelope and reads: "Blame the
Federal Reserve Board." After a
third year of gloomy economic
developments, he rips open the
last envelope and finds the
message: "Prepare three new
envelopes."
With five months left in his first
year, Reagan gives the
impression that he peeked into the
first envelope. Whenever he and
his aides are asked why interest
rates are persisting at record and
near-record levels, they lay the
blame at the feet of the Carter
administration.
"We're paying the piper for four
years of stop-and-go economic
policies," presidential spokesman
Larry Speakes recently said.
And, Reagan already has
started to put some distance
between himself and the Federal
Reserve. One gets the feeling that,
if interest rates stay in the
stratosphere, it's only a matter of
time before he follows the advice
of Envelope No. 2 and turns on the
nation's central bank.
"The Fed is independent, and
they're hurting us in what we're
trying to do as much as they're
hurting everyone else," the
president told a group of
California Republicans.
Spokesman Speakes quickly
explained to reporters that the
"they're" referred to high interest
rates, not the Fed, and that the
president has "complete
confidence" in the bank. But the
4.
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several yards away to shake
hands with people who had
awaited their arrival. That also
LOS ANGELES (AP) — White served as one of the few times
House aides who accompany reporters had informal access to
Psesident Reagan on his travels ask questions.
But since March 30, Reagan's
have started wearing bullet-proof
limousine
pulls directly up to his
the
after
occasionally
vests
assassination attempt in which airplane or helicopter, sometimes
three persons near Reagan were driving out into the middle of high
school football fields to
wounded.
White House chief of staff accomplish this, and Reagan goes
James A. Baker HI told The directly from the aircraft to the
Associated Press that the Secret, car without getting near reporters
Service makes the protective Or crows.
garments available to any staff
aides who wish to wear them.
Reagan usually wears one
himself.
Baker said he could not confirm
SHANGHAI, China (AP) — A
He said the Chinese had
a Newsweek magazine report that Chinese man grabbed former
reported the man was released.
the president's wife, Nancy, President Jimmy Carter by the
Carter was visiting the store as
wears a bullet-proof slip. But he wrist in a Shanghai department
part of a tour of the Caoyang
added, "It would make sense. I store today to try to hand him a
workers' residential area, a
mean,it doesn't make much sense letter of grievances and was taken
district of about 80,000 people.
for the president to wear a bullet- divay by Chinese security men,
Later, Carter shook hands with
proof vest" if those near him Carter's press secretary said.
a
few of the hundreds of people
don't.
Chinese agents punched the
standing in front of the storelo get
White House press secretary man and hustled him away in a
a glimpse of the man whose
James Brady still is recovering few seconds of running and
administration established full
from the head wound he suffered shouting while Carter went on
diplomatic
relations With the
March 30 when he stepped into the unruffled with his visit to the
People's Republicin109.
line of fire. Secret Service agent store.
At a major Shanghai University
Tim McCarthy, now back on the
Press Secretary Jody Powell
earlier in the day, dozens of
job, took a bullet in the liver and a said security men were upset
enthusiastic students pressed in to
police officer also was shot.
because the man had broken
shake
Carter's hand and his own
Baker
policy,"
"There's no
through the security ranks, but
security men cleared a .path for
said, "but it (a bullet-proof vestz that Carter "was completely
him as he went on shakingds.
Is available to anybody who's in unhurt and we don't consider this
that circle."
to be a matter of concern."
In a speech at iiaotong
He said Carter also believed the
University, Carter said he hoped
Another security precaution in man was trying to hand him a
Chinese authorities would not
effect since the attempt on letter.
require American students in
Reagan's life sharply limits him
The presidential party learned
China to live in small American
aeeeis to reporters and crowds at from the Chinese that the man,51, compounds Isolated Vat 'the
airpOrts.
felt he had been harmed during Chinese people.
Many presidents made a habit the chaotic 1966-76 Cultural - He expressed hope they could
of walking from their airplane or Revolution and hiq needs were not live with families of professors,
helicopter to a fenced-oif area being attended to, Powell added.
students and working people.
MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer

411.,/e •

Deaths reported include Ira
Travis,N.
A regional music clinic for song
leaders and pianists in Baptists
o Churches in the area will be held
at First Baptist Church in Murray
on Sept. 8, according to W.
Rudolph Howard, minister ot
music for the church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bennie Darnell, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe McPherson, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Wilson, and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence W.
Jones.
The marriage of Shirley
Hallman to Robert Allen Foy, son
of Mr. and Mrs. S. V. Foy of Murray, took place on Aug. 19 at Columbia,S.C.
Dr. A. H. Titsworth, Dr. A. H.
Kopperud, and Dr. A. D. Wallace
are attending the Kentucky Dental Association meeting at French
Lick,Ind.

He we A LoNG
OF
NDIScRHAE4ATE vLeE
WHILE UNDER -111111 1PILLZt
OF ALCOHOL. ADMITS HE
BEEN DRINKING RREGHT
S1RNGHT DAYS!

ATAte

John Pefilio, personnel
manager, Murray Manufacturing
Company, was speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club held at the Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced by
Dwanton Seals, member of the
Labor-management committee of
Rotary who was in charge of the

Program.

watertight door would not have
made any difference.

The White House

I.

VICTIM ARRIVES Toit-sT(PY
IN A BULLETPROOF GLAS6
CASE

Ids

Shift In
Social Priorities
WASHINGTON(AP)— A Labor
Day statement by the U.S.
Catholic Conference's socialdevelopment office says newly
enacted federal budget cuts will
"fall most heavily on the poor."
The budget and tax measures
"constitute a dramatic shift in the
social priorities of our nation," the
statement says. It notes that the
budget cuts total more than $35
billion and adds:
"Literally millions of families
who now rely on assistance in such
bacic necessity areas as nutrition,
food stamps, Social Security,
housing, Medicaid, legal services
and employment will be deeply
affected."
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Salvaging
Sunken Safe

20 Years 4go •
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MONTAUIC, N.Y. (AP) — The
Sea Level 11 arrived in Montauk
harbor today, carrying a Bank of
Rome safe salvaged from the
sunken Italian oceanliner Andrea
Doria.
The safe sat in a pool of salt
water on deck as the ship arrived
back in this fishing village at the
eastern tip of Long Island just
before 8a.m.EDT.
The safe's contents were a
mystery, and expedition leader
Peter Gimbel said it would not be
opened until his documentary on
the diving expedition is broadcast
on television.
Another question Gimbel set out
to answer — why the ship sank so
quickly after being rammed by
the. Swedish liner Stockholm —
may have been answered by the
expedition.
According to one theory, a
crucial watertight door was either
missing or open when the ships
collided, allowing water lb pour
into all three key compartments.
But divers discredited that
theory last week when they found
a hole in the Andrea'Doria's side
so wide and so deep that the

LookingBack

FuTuRE CRamiskt.BERAVIDR, PEPHAPs XDGEs COULD CoNSIDER FACTS LIKE:
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hint of criticism came through.
At this point, Reagan has no
legitimate complaint with the
Fed's tight-money policy, because
that's exactly what he ordered to
fight inflation.
For years, it was government
policy to risk rising inflation to
keep interest rates low and stable.
Now, the government is risking
high interest rates to bring
inflation down. Both Reagan and
Fed Chairman Paul Volcker say
they see eye-to-eye on this policy
call.
The Fed, which regulates the •
nation's supply of money, has
been keeping a tight grasp on the
growth of credit in the belief that
too rapid an expansion is
inflationary. However, the
combination of a tight-money
policy that restricts supply and
large budget deficits that increase
demand for credit produces
persistently high interest rates.
The administration's plan
called for the Fed to stick to a
tight-money policy while the
White House cut spending en route
to a balanced budget by 1984. In
February, Reagan aides were
predicting that the high interest
rates they inherited from Carter
would plummet by summer but
that has not happened.
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Storey's INHERE LO
Don't Worry Murray...
IF1:11:311:1
We Will Not
Be Undersold!
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Nome Owned
&Operated
Bei Air
Shopping Center
Niwav 841 South

enter

Prioes Seed
Wed;9-2
Tien.
Tues.9-8

Store Hours:
8 a.m.te 11 p.m.
Everyday

"COKE,
TAB,
CHARLES SPRITE
MELLO
CHIPS
YELLO
REG.$1.09

REG. 79'
LYNN GROVE tv
GRADE `A' LARGE
FOOD GIANT

EGGS

BREAD

DOZ. FORit

2

B.B.Q., REG., WAFFLE,
AND SOUR CREAM

160Z.
LOAF

S.

LIMIT TWO PER FAMILY
WITH $10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO AND
DAIRY PRODUCTS

ICE
MILK

GENERIC

LEMONADE

12oz.49'

JENO'S

PIZZA'S

1

B.B.Q.
SAUCE

INSTANT
COFFEE

HI-DRY

KRAFT

PAPER
TOWELS

ORANGE
JUICE

79'

TWIN ROLL

U.S.D.A

SHOWBOAT

PORK &
BEANS

CORN
FLAKES

284

'13

CHL

640Z.

CENTE
KELLOGGS

141
/
2 OZ

•

\

MAXWELL HOUSE

69'

SI

TWO LITER PLASTIC

KRAFT

18 OZ.

G

9

79

\

4LAV-0-RICH'S
DIXIELAND

Elm."
HE

POR

89

COUNT

RIB!
BAC

18 OZ.

MORE LOW PRICES ON ITEMS EVERY DAY AT FOOD GIANT!

FRESH

CUT
KRAFT

ORANGE
JUICE

Save your register
tapes and receive
your choice of
these FREE GIFTS

If you now dd some of your shopping
elsewhere,these FREE GIFTS will
make it worthwhile to do all of It with us.

AX
640Z.$I 39

DRIP COFFEEMAKER
ALARM CLOCK ,
HURRICANE LAMP
TEDDY BEAR BANK
HIBACHI
WINE CHILLER
STORAGE CONTAINERS
CRYSTAL TORTE PLATE
DO ALL TIMER
SHOWER C•ClOy
EGG SERVER

LEAD CRYSTAL EGG
MUG SET
JUMPING ROPE
PLAYING CARD SET
NtTE LITE
•
BRASS OUTTE RE Ly
DUFFLE SAG:ROLL BAG
TEM,.•COASTER SET
DOWNER ORGANIZER
PoCNIC JUG
puTTING PARTNER

•LOCK
LUNCH TOTE
EOM PENCIL SHARP
GOLF UMBRELLA
CRYSTAL PENDANT
SPORT SAG
TOOL SOS
CANISTER SET
FISH PLATTER
BADMINTON SET

KEENS HANDKERCHIEFS WORMSEN MAIL SOX
MASSAGER KIT
MEN'S ID ERACELET
UMBRELLA
PoRTAIILE RADIO
LACE TABLECLOTH
MINI GAMES
PONCHO BLANKET
POUCH HAND•AG
PLANTER POLE
SCUTTLE•SCOOP
METAL LAMP
RACQUETBALL RACKET
B RUSH & M•rocuriE SET SPORTSOLASSES
KITCHEN TOOL SET
MAN'S NECKPIECE
JAR & TURNTABLE SET
DOLL STROLLER

OuARTZ ALARM
TASLE LAMP
SPORT PACK
NOT BASKET
GOURMET SCALE
VASE
SOOT TOWEL
•111 COMPRESSOR
STEAM/DRY IRON
PASTRY TOASTER

MINI STOVE
SOCKET SET
SE EL•TWARE SET
MIXING BOWL SET
GARDEN SPRAYER
VACATION ROSE
ICE CHEST
CANOPENERIENIFE
SHARPENER
Ice IILJCKET

POCKET RADIO
PEARL NECKLACE
•EARRING
STEREO HEADPHONE
40- GARMENT •ACI
BIKE RADIO
CHECKR AAAAA
THERMAL SLANKET
GARDEN TOOL SET
LADIES HANDBAG
POT•UTENSIL RACK

LAcots.

RACKET
PINCOU
CUTLERY KO/if( SET
TACKLE BOX
STATIONERY ENSEM4LE
FLASHLIGHT SET
SALT•PEPPER SHAKERS
104-EPIN••AN
STEAK KNIFE SET
B AKEVEAPIE SET
PLANE SET
UNICORN FIGURINE

GAL.$2
"

BX

FLAV-O-RICH

BUTTERMILK

$1 19
% GAL. a

FLAV-O-RICH

in and ask for a 4-color illustrated catalo:
1. Come
the valuable gifts you receive.

ELECTRIC CLOCK
OIAMOND CUT NECKLACE
•BRACELET
SILVER OWL SET
OVAL RUG
POEM SET
APRON•MITT
GARDEN SET
SOCCERSALL
•LAOI PUTTER
TENNIS RACQUET

the gifts which you'd like and start saN 2
. Choose
your register tapes every time you make a
chase.

3
. PION"AX "Items roquIre$400 in tapes

600 in tapes

Prefix .:13X "items require$

$ 139

COTTAGE CHEESE ...
KRAFT

OVEN MELTS

SPR

HERE'S HOW:

FOOD GIANT WHOLE

MILK-

HOFFM

STAPLE GUN KIT
COPPER
TOLE TRAY
E LECTRIC KNIFE
JET DIAL SPR1
TV TRAY SET
HAPIO MIXER
DIGITRON CLOCK

DINNERWARE SET
WALL CLOCK
MEN'S DATE WATCH
CALCULATOR
CORN POPPER
WOK SET
MEASURING CUP SET
HAIR DRYER
WARMING TRAY
TIMER

Prefix"CX "items roquire$800

4
.

the gift certificate, mail it in. and your
s
. Fillwill outbe shipped
prepaid to your address.

soz.s1"

in tapes

When you have saved enough tapes toward y: •
chosen item, bring them back to us and se
exchange them for a gift certificate

YUM

"

STORE I
COO

COUPON

COUPON -

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Dove
Dishwashing
Liquid

Country Time
Lemonade Mix

sm.

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Open Pit
B.B.Q. Sauce

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 9-8-81

)smor

COUPON

COUPON

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Limit One Per Family

Post
Grapenuts
Cereal

Mazola
No-Stick
Coating

Niagara
Spray Starch

89

9.49

Makes 10 Qts.

;Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 9-8-81

IS

COUPON

$349

39
AB

$1
32 oz.

r

24 oz.

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 9-8-81

Good Only At Storey's
Exp.9-8-81
•••

22 oz.

9 oz.

Ti

.

79'

Good Only At Storey's
Exp. 9-8-81

Good Only At Storey's
E,xp. 9-8-81
S
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E.
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PRICES ORIGINATE!
FAMILY PACK

GROUND
BEEF

[PORK d.
CHOPS

n
av

LB.

1 29

LB.

GIANT MEATSAVINGS
WILLIAMS
FAMILY PACK
SLICED SLAB.

PORK

.••••••:

.•104011.4
,

SAUSAGE

BACON

s.*

49
LB.

LB

.

.e
GROUND

‘

FIELD PRO-LEAGUER

CHUCK

WIENERS

LB. $169

120Z.$1 19

10 Lb. BAG

USDA. CHOICE BONELESS
FIELD REG. OR THICK SLICED

SWISS OR
CHUCK STEAK

LB.

$189

1 19

BOLOGNA

120Z.$

RED POTATOES

/
MR. FRITTER

CENTER•CUT

PORK CHOPS

LB. $199

99.

PATTIES

COUNTRY STYLE

14 OZ.

'

RIBS OR
BACKBONE

SWIFT CANNED

L.B.9.39 HAM

3 LB.$649

I
FRESH PORK

GOLDEN SMOKED BONELESS

CUTLETS

LB.$149

HAM

LB.$219
1

HOFFMAN PIMENTO

BRYAN WHOLE

,SPREAD

14 OZ.$1 39

V

HAMS

18 LBS. OR UP LB.$1. 19
/

Si
WHITE
BREAD

6
YUM YUMS

$199

LOAF

....3/69'

STORE BAKED

COOKIES

LB13'

PLATE
LUNCHES

S 19
..DOZ.1

OLIVE LOAF
CHICKEN
SALAD

TOMATOES
$89
LB1

/
1
2 LB. $1
"

JONATHAN,GOLD,RED 3 LB. BAG

APPLES
FOOD GIANT
CASH POT

LA % WEEK'S NAME

William Perry
Card Not Punched
THIS WEEK
WIN

2 LBS.99‘

300

MIX OR MATCH

99'
WATERMELONS

BELL PEPPER
3/9. YELLOW
GREEN ONIONS , 3P1 CORN
CUCUMBERS
3/s--1 RED GRAPES

$129

5/99'
LB.88*
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TVA InvestigatesNuclear Plant Incident
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP'
— The Tennessee Valley
Authority is looking into the
reason three valves were left open
instead of closed in a Sequoyah
nuclear plant safety system.
Carl Crawford, a TVA
spokesman, said Tuesday the
open valves would have reduced
the effectiveness of the safety
spraying system if it had been
needed.
A Nuclear Regulatory
Commission resident inspector at
Sequoyah discovered the problem
Aug. 26 in valves on a reactor
building system for Sequoyah's
Unit 2 reactor. The reactor is not
yet operating.
The NRC licensed TVA in June
to operate the reactor at up to 5
percent power for testing, but
TVA is still doing pre-operational
tests and has not begun the atomic

chain reaction. Unit 1, the other
reactor at the $1.9 billion plant,
was licensed last fall for
full-power operation and is
running at capacity to produce
electricity for TVA's seven-state
network.
Crawford said the valves are
located near pumps that force

water containing boron up to
spray heads at the top of the
building housing the Unit 2
reactor. Boron, a mild cleaning
agent, absorbs neutrons. It can be
sprayed into an atomic fission
process to slow the atom-splitting
reaction.
Crawford said the valves are

normally closed and would be
opened during a test of the spray
system. He said the system was
last tested Aug. 22.
If the reactor had been
operating and an accident had
occurred, there are three other
safety systems that would
normally be used first to cool the

714

conditions

mappiit

'about 18 miles north of
Chattanooga along the Tennessee
River. TVA, the nation's largest
producer of electricity, generates
power for 2.7 million consumers in
Tennessee and parts of Kentucky,
Virginia, North Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama and
Mississippi.

AUCTION WILE

Officials Not
Seek Piedmont
Control
ROANOKE (AP) — Despite
stock purchases which have Made
it the largest stockholder in
Piedmont Aviation, Norfolk &
Western Railway officials say
they have no present intention of
seeking control of the company.
N&W told the Securities and
Exchange Commission that the
purpose behind its purchase of 8.2
percent of Piedmont's stock for.
$18.27 million is to acquirre a
"significant" common-stock
position in the aviation firm,
based in Winston-Salem, N.C.
In its filing with the SEC,
however, N&W said its present
intention was not to seek to
acquire control of 1Piedmont), to
seek representation on the board
of directors..., to make a tender
offer for common stock, or to
propose a merger or other form of
business combination" with
Piedmont.
N&W said it bought 650,000
shares of Piedmont Aviation stock
through Aug. 27. This is close to
the 10 percent ownership that the
Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Civil
Aeronautics Board consider
control of a company.
Guaranty Trust Co., a New York
bank, owns 5 percent of the
Piedmont shares. It was the only
owner of 5 percent or more of the
stock on Jan. 31. Government
regulations require buyers of 5
percent or more of an air carrier's
stock to report the transaction to
the SEC.
N&W said it purchased 370,000
Piedmont shares, or more than
half of its investment, in the 60
days ending Aug. 27.
N&W is believed to be the only
major railroad with a sizable
stake in a company operating a
commercial airline, according to
Dan Lang of the Association of
American Railroads. Other
railroads have had aviation
investments. The Boston and
Maine once owned - Northeast
Airlines.
Piedmont Aviation is the parent
firm of Piedmont Airlines and a
general aviation business.
Both N&W and Piedmont are
leading moneymakers in their
industries.
After an initial meeting between
the chairmen of the railroad and
the airline
June, Piedmont in
July rejected an N&W move
toward -a possible combination of
the two companies," according to
N&W's filing with the SEC.
told Piedmont of its
N&W
interest in discussing a possible
combination of the two companies
or acquisition, by N&W of a
substantial equity position in
Piedmont. T.H. Davis, Piedmont
chairman, told John P. Fishwick,
N&W chairman, he would discuss
the offer with Piedmont's
executive committee.
Don McGuire, Piedmont public
affairs vice president, said his
company believes "it is in tbe best
interest of our company and our
stockholders to remain
independent." Lew Phelps of
N&W said his company had no
comment on the transaction.
Since the Piedmont rejection,
N&W said it intended to -tevfew
continuously its Pledifidat
Investment, which was efiade
through its Virginia Holding Co.
subsidiary.
N&W told the SEC it might
decide to purchase more
n
Piedmont stock in the
market or in private tra
if appropriate opportunities were
available.
Future stock purchases will be
determined by Piedmont's
business and prospects, general
economic and business conditions,
imipey Market and stock
and other factors, NAW
told the SEC.
The railroad said it might sell
the Piedmont shares.

reactor and shut down the atomic
reaction, Crawford said.
The spray system is used to
condense steam within the reactor
building — to prevent dangerous
pressure buildups — and to
dissolve radioactive gases in the
steam, he said.
The Sequoyah plant is located
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At The Old Lynn Grove High School
Highway 94,7 Miles
West of Murray
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Dunn Furniture, Murray, Ky. is
having an auction sale this Friday
Sept. 4. All merchandise is first
quality. And being auctioned to make
wa for new fall furniture arriving dail
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To Be Auctioned

Dan Miller
1
Auctioneer
2 *All Sales Final
a*Cash .. Carry Only
3
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All 1st Quality
Merchandise
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Friday Sept. 4th
Doors Open at 5:30 p.m.
Auction Starts
Promptly at 6:30 p.m.

This is your chance of a lifetime
to bid on first quality merchandise at
auction prices-you make your own
bargains, so come on out and save
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DU NNIS FLJ RN ITU RE
WAREHOUSE
Auction To Be Held At The Old
Lynn Grove kligh School,
Hwy.94,7 Miles West of Murray
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Uncle Jeff's
Health & Beauty Aids
Department
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Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Department
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Prices Good Thru Sept. 6

Prices Good Thru Sept. 6
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Vlasic
Hamburger
Dill
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Shave

Chips
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Mirror
Covered

Handy set Ara snap on cover for carrying and
displaying, alumism pan with polystnne cover.
"x 9" x 2
3
4
Size 12/
No. C-7279

U
s

Lipton'Lemon Tree
Lemonade
Drink Mix
Natural Lemon Flavor
Makes 10 lbs.
32 Oz.

$1
Sale
•

Crest
Toothpaste

Soft, Medium, Firm

Regular or Mint
Flavored
Family Size
64 Oz.Tube

79

Sale

Poly-Vi-Sol
Children Chewable
Vitamins ,b

New
Extra Strength

Regular Bottle of 100

Bufferin

Circus Hoped
Ftvit Haw

$389

Nevco
Ceramic
Coffee
Mugs

$ 1 86

99 To $499
Black, Navy
Brown, Pink & Red

‘if

Wrangler
Jeans
Straight Legs,
Regular Fit
Boot Jean,
Slim Fit Flares
Reg. $16.99
Sizes 29-42

Values to $18.99
Special Selection

Sale

Regular, Herbal,
Extra Strength
10 Oz. Bottle

Vaseline
INTfl4s:vi

Men's

Aprons

Flannel
Shirts

By Fruit Of The
Loom
Reg. $2.99

C ARE

Sale

89

•

Sale

tech

Ideal For Flower
Pots, Waste Baskets
mod Uses %ragtime
The Noise, goes with
say decor
Sot of 4

$1 28

Old Spice
Stick
Deodorant
Musk

eiag,
L

By Wrangler
Reg. $16.99

Regular,Lime,

STICK

21
/
2 Oz,
Sale
lom;;Iw
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94

Listerine
Antiseptic

!MERIN'

Ballonaff

$200
Sizes 6-14

Vaseline Intensive
Care Lotion

No. 2789
No. 2786

Sale

Sale

60 Plus 12 Free
72 Tablets

Ws Yew Chsic•$499
Sale $ 1 56
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50% Polyester
50% Cotton

Prices Start at

Sweaters
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Brands Such as
"Little Lisa,"
"Staceys Things"
"Cadogan Court,"
-"Just Me"

Use Our Convenient
Layaway Plan
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New Selection
of Ladies

Efferdent
Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

Decorative Metal Breed Box
Old Copper No. 5038BB
Kitchen Classics No. 403818
Kitche Spice Design
No. 38065

Sale

I

n 38

•-

$1

$

Buy Now 8 Save
S-Xl

Kills Germs That
Cause Bad Breath
18 Oz. Bottle

Bread Ilcc

.•

sul

Leotards

$288
Reg. $4.99

XTRA STRENGTH

50 Capsules

h

Tights

Reg. $3.99
Sale

ANAl GESIC
CAPSULES

HERBAL

Assorted Colors

Gowns

Mens

Sale Your Choice

F

Girls &
Ladies'

Girls

$1 26

With Buffered Strength
60 Tablets

/

No. 2961
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By Runner-UP

and Three Dots
Sizes 4-7 — 8-18

98

D-X
Toothbrush

Sale

s
a
U

Sweatpants
8t Shirts

By Wrangler
Black, Brown,
Grey, Navy & Camel
Sizes 30-42
Reg. $14.99

100% Pure Tea
3 Oz. Jar

4

U

%.
Sizes 1-8

Instant
Nestea

Sale

s
a

Sale

Boys
Mix & Match

Pack of 40
90z. Cups

$219

111

$171 9

Sale $299
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s
U

U

89

Reg. $8.99

so

Lily Paper
Cold Drink Cups

Cake Pan

Blankets

White
Cleats
$299

White 9" Plates
Pack of 100
Sale

St.
Mary's
Thermal

tr
ab
i
le
Boys

$1 18 Ea

Paper
Plates

Sale

U

Regular, Mental, Lime
Special, Medicated
7 Oz. Can
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Terrorist Group Controlled By Soviets
CAPE TOWN, 'South Africa
AP — South Africa's defense
minister says Soviet casualties
during the South African invasion
of Angola prove that the Namibian
guerrillas are controlled and
supported by the Soviet Union.
Defense Minister Magnus
Malan said in a statement
Tuesday that the armored force
that advanced from South-West
Africa into Angola last week
captured a Soviet warrant officer
and killed othr Soviet officers.
-There can be no doubt that the
terrorist organization SWAPO is

Africa's control of South-West
Africa, or Namibia, as the big
territory between South Africa
and Angola is called by black
Africa and the United Nations.
South African forces make
periodic raids into Angola to
attack SWAPO bases there. This
time, informed sources reported,
the chief targets were radar and
anti-aircraft missile batteries
installed by the Soviet Union and
its East European allies in
southern Angola to aid SWAPO
and the Angolan army.
The South Africa/is advanced

controlled by and given
ideological and material support
by the Soviet Union," Malan said
in a statement.
"Earlier, it was generally
believed and acclaimed that
Soviet Russia was only indirectly
involved, but now the opposite has
been proved, namely the direct
involvement of military personnel
on the lower levels of terrorist
movgments."
SWAPO is the South-West
Africa Peoples Organization,
which has been fighting a bush
war for 15 years to try to end South

more than 60 miles into Angola,
then announced last weekend that
they were withdrawing. A field
commander of the invasion force
told visiting reporters that the
radar installations and missile
batteries were destroyed and an
estimated 450 Angolan troops and
SWAPO guerrillas were killed.
South Africa said Tuesday that
its forces had not completed their
withdrawal because land mines
were delaying them.
In Washington, a senior Reagan
administration official said the
Soviet Union and East Germany
have had 1,000 advisers in Angola

for some time, assisting Angola's
Marxist government and the
Namibian guerrillas. He said the
Soviet Union is a major supplier of
arms to the Angolans, and some of
these are being used by SWAPO.
Meanwhile, the Soviet Union
accused the U.S. government of
displaying a "high-handed
disregard" of world opinion by
vetoing a U.N. Security Council
resolution condemning the South
African invasion of Angola.
"Even the United States'closest
NATO allies have not dared to
challenge the world public so

blatantly," said the official Soviet
news agency Tess.
The United States said it vetoed
the resolution Monday night
because it did not mention the
estimated 20,000 Cuban troops in
Angola and the Soviet military
advisers there as contributors to
the situation in the area.
The other two members of the
North Atlantic Alliance on the
Security Council are Britain and
France. Britain abstained on the
vote while France voted for the
resolution *long with the other 12
members of the council.

Coal Executive Takes Own Defense
CHARLESTON, W.Va. AP) —
A retired Charleston coal
executive has testified that he
believed he was receiving cash
payments from a coal broker in
return for mentioning ways to sell
waste coal, not as part of an
alleged $2.25 million kickback
scheme.
William Barringer, who is
standing trial in U.S. District
Court on one count of conspiracy
and 25 counts of mail fraud,
offered the testimony Tuesday,
when he took the stand in his own
defense.
The prosecution, based on the
testimony of the coal broker, is
trying .to prove that Barringer
acceoted the money in return for
providing coal to the broker, John
Routh.
Barringer, 66, is a former
president of „Carbon Fuel Sales
Co., the sales unit of Carbon Fuel
Co., West Virginia's 10th largest
coal producer. He headed Carbon
Fuel Sales from 1960 until his
retirement in March.
Routh, 61, of Boca Raton, Fla.,
is the government's star witness
in the case. He pleaded guilty to

one count of conspiracy in
connection with the alleged
scheme shortly before Barringer
was indicted in June. He has yet to
be sentenced, and faces a
maximum penalty of five years in
prison and a $10,000 fine.
In earlier testimony, Routh said
he had never handled the sale of
waste coal. He testified that he
made the payments to Barringer
for coal that was resold to steel
companies because he believed he
would lose access to Carbon Fuel
coal if he refused to do so.
Barringer, however, testified
that he never had discussed
kickbacks for coal sales with
Routh, adding that he had no
control over the supply of coal for
Carbon Fuel. And,i he said, he
never had threatened to cut Routh
off if he did not make the
payments.
Barringer told the federal jury
that he had received payments
from Routh between 1974 and 1976.
He said he had assumed he was
being paid for providing- Routh
with information about ways to
sell waste coal. "I assumed he was getting the

money from gob pile coal, though
as time went on I began to wonder
about it," Barringer testified. By 1976 Barringer -void he had
accumulated more than $2
million, and decided to have a
discussion with Routh. During the
talk, Routh said Barringer was
"naive" and that the payments
were for coal Routh had received

from Carbon Fuel, Barringer
testified.
Barringer said he "expressed
surprise" when he was told the
reason for the payments.
However, Barringer
acknowledged that he later
received two more payments,
totaling more than $200,000.

Businessmen To Save
Term For Bid-Rigging
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — A
Kentucky businessman is to
report Sept. 18 to a transitional
center in Jackson, Tenn., to begin
serving a 30-day term involving a
bid-rigging and price-fixing
scheme.
U.S. District Judge Harry
Wellford imposed the sentence
Tuesday on Maxwell F. McDade
Jr., president of Ken-Tenn
Construction Co. of Fulton, Ky.
Wellford fined McDade $16,000
and his firm $65,000.
McDade and his company Were
charged in a criminal complaint
June 16 with conspiring with
several other firms to rig bids on a
$203,000 state road contract

GRAND PRIZE:
Your choke Of 3Spectacular vacalions for 2: 14 days in beautiful
Hawaii. 14-day Mexican Holiday.
11-day Caribbean Cruise All
travel. deluxe accommodations
and $1,500 cash included.

awarded to Union City, Tenn.,
Paving Co: in June 1976. The
contract was for work on
Tennessee 45 in Gibson and
Weakley counties. •
Also named-in the, complaint
were Union City Paving and
Leonard W. London, a partner in
that company, and J.A. Hadley
Construction Co. of Humboldt,
Tenn., and its president, E.J.
'Pete'Stricklin.
All of the defendants pleaded
guilty to the bid-rigging charge
the day the complaint was filed.
Stricklin and his firm face a
sentencing hearing today before
Wellford. London and the Union
City company are to be sentenced
in Wellford's court on Sept. 11.

TWO 1st prises:
latualom nink jacilal
THREE 2nd prises:
Spector:War ta-carst dlerrand pentioll
FOUR 3rd prizes:
Clemons Kruperrand I-or paid min
PLUS 456 OTHER
SPECTACULAR PRIZES.

Tru.T•et Paint
Spioallet lor rut dales and
your Midi entry form Stop
In now and eater Try-Teal
Pant I Spectacular SNMP
Sreeepateltea
S•• Our

,
1 Chestnut Street
Murray. Ky.

Your discount parts supermart

Bloodhounds 0°4
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Help In
Police Work
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Electronic
ignition module
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Foreign brake pads.

Open Labor Day
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Foreign brake shoes

Hi jackers

National MU-TEST®

Give John Hitchcock a tat'tered piece of cloth and he and
his team of bloodhounds will
find the owner two out of three
times.
Hitchcock, a 12-year veteran
with the Craighead County
Sheriff's Department in Jonesboro, Ark., uses his nine bloodhounds to track jail escapees,
search for lost children, find
criminals and sniff out stolen
goods.
His hounds have sniffed all
over Arkansas and in Missouri.
"I'll never own a whole lot,
but at least I've got my family
and my bloodhounds," Hitchcock said in a recent telephone
interview.
Hitchcock has been interested
in hounds all his life. After
seeing a bloodhound team in
action at Cummins Prison
Farm in 1979, he was ready to
get into the business.
"That fired me up," he said.
He told himself, "I just got to
have some of my own."
Hitchcock, 36, erected two
dog pens on his property near
Jonesboro and bought a couple
of dogs from a Hempstead
County man.
There are now nine dogs —
who consume 500 pounds of dog
food in about six weeks — a
telephone in the kennel and a
customized van that can carry
four dogs and three dog trailers
and doubles as a tack room.
He spends at least two hours
a day caring for the dogs.
Twice a week, he spends five
hours training the bloodhounds
— sometimes using his 5-yearold-old daughter in a game of
hide and seek.
Most of Hitchcock's work is
free. With the permission of
Sheriff Floyd Johnson, he is
sometimes gone from his job as
chief jailer for three or four
days.
The city of Trumann and the
White River Regional Peace Officers Association have donated
money to help with feed and
veterinarian bills.
The dogs got steaks on the
Clay County Jail steps in Piggott after tracking down jail escapees.
Goat of Hitchcock's most harrowing experiences came in the
tracking of those escapees. He
followed his dog for at least
four miles throligh fields,
swamps and a ; "really woolly
area."
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Your local Independently owned Tru• Value H
Store has national chain-buying power.

SEPT.
2nd
thry
13th

FACTORY-TO-YOU-PAINT VALUES
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LATEX FLAT

WALL & TRIM FINIS'S

Oat
Rust
Most
Scrabboblo
Finish

PAD PAINTER KIT

intrudes 9-in pod painter,„
plastic tray end metering roller for even wets. 3973PA

400.
:010111stediespingt
sr._
moon
"girreelliiss*

298
GAL

Get the soft velvety flat look
of latex combined with a
super-scrubbable finish that
resists stains and keeps its
true color Wen after reported washings. Ideal for highblink areas. but • beautiful
look•for any room In your
hornet
EZ

KAREN'
LATEX RAT
WALL FINISH

98

7

98
10GAL

4"
5-PC. PAINT SET

With 9-in. roller, metal trey,
deluxe frame, 2 quality roller
=Mors. more. 9011-FHH-09

11 Win I.

SELECT LATEX
WALL PAINT

'SELECT LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

Economical, high-hiding finish for plaster, well-board,
more. Quick drying, easy
soep-and-weter clean-up.
A
washable finish.

irsiEM1111111MEMNI.

SPOON vinyl-acrylic formula
provides • touch, mildew
and lade resistant finish—et
an economical price? Gives
low Amen finish.

598
GAL
I Wen I NUM

LATEX FLAT
WALL FINISH

WeatherAfi®
LAM
HOUSE PAINT

Our finest acrylic latex house
paint? Gives tough, allweather protection with ••
durable fed* and blisterresistant finiab. Ideal for
wood siding, brick, stucco,
primed metal. High-hiding;
one coat usually covers.
Soapy water cleanup. MAX

OREL®
BRUSHES

GAL

441
7
M
SPEC

Jimensers Celan a WM,

LATEX RAT
PAINT
WALL
Special latex goes

on
smoothly and produce' a
long-wearing fin finish with
good coverage Cleans up
with soap end water,

Professional-gustily, fully.
flagged Onto bristles outlast
ordinary bristles 3 to 11

REDWOOD
LATEX
STAIN
and colors with a hand-

Al 4-10. Well Polon Snell.
5007
.....
ALSO
11) 2 104,. Venda fairest
break. 1007
2.10
Cl 3-le. Varnish 16141.101111
Omsk 4007
.
DI 1.40.5at Sash busk
7007
.....
110

Seals
soMe redwood finish. Porestenor unpainted or pre•
viously stained surfaces.
,Doesn't hide texture. LAW

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
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DOE Reductions Result In TVA Layoffs
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Teimessee Valley Authority staff
concluded last Octobec that the
)
. US. Energy Department would
reduce its use of power,a decision
, that has prompted a cutback in
the utility's nuclear. building
Program.
DOE said its decision to trim
power demands was theresult of a
worldwide decrease in the
demand for nuclear fuel services.
TVA officials, in turn, laid off
6,300 workers and cut back
nuclear construction in July.
In the fall of 1980, TVA staff
members challenged • DOE's
predictions of its workload and
demand for TVA electricity and
predicted energy officiirls would
halve the amount of TVA
electricity the department had
agreed to buy through 1992.
However, the staff did not take
its findings to TVA directors until
June 1981, said Doug Walters,
TVA's assistant chief of power
planning.
"ff we had gone to the board and

said this is it,' the first thing the
board would have said to us was
'what does DOE say about it?'"
Walters said Tuesday. "We
wanted to get additional input
from our consultants and talk to
DOE. We wanted to do,our
homework before it went to the
board."
•
DOE officials said they will
update their forecast later this
month.
In July, TVA General Manager
Bill Willis halted work at the
Phipps Bend nuclear site in
northeast Tennessee and slowed
construction of the Hartsville
plant in middle Tennessee and
Yellow Creek plant in northern

Since October, 500 jobs were
added at Phipps Bend, where
nearly all 3,448 workers lost their
jobs. Another 2,900 people were
laid off at the other sites, where
1,000 people were hired from
October to June.
The Energy Department, the
largest buyer of TVA electricity,
purchases about 15 percent of all
power generated by the federal
utility for DOE uranium
enrichment plants in Oak Ridge
and Paducah, Ky. TVA is the
Energy DepartmenCs largest
customer for the services that
enrich natural uranium into fuel
for nuclear reactors.

Woman's Sight Returns
When the surgical bandages
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Debra
Kramarich, blind Since birth, were removed from her eye, the
always loved her infant son but 28-year-old housewife also saw her
says "we seem so much closer blind husband and exclaimed that
he is "just as handsome as I
now that I can look into his eyes."
always thought he was."
All her life, Mrs. Kramarich
saw the world as it might appear
through an opaque shower
curtain. As a child, one of her eyes
was removed. She was legally
blind.
But in May, she and her eye
surgeon decided to gamble on a
cornea transplant and cataract
removal to reverse the effects of
Peter's Anomaly, a congenital
deformity that leaves scars in the
eye's central field of vision.
Had the operation failed, she
would have been plunged into total
darkness for the rest of her life.
One day after receiving a
cornea from an 18-year-old dead
woman, the bandages came off.
She saw her 9-month-old son,
Ryan.
"Our little boy — people used to
tell us about all the cute things he
was doing. I never could see those
cute things, and now I see all of
them. That's the biggest joy of
all," she said.
"The thing that surprised me
most was how messy my house
was," she said with a laugh.
"Before, I could ignore it. Now I
have to clean it once in a while."
Her surgeon, Dr. Lee Todd
Nordan, was present when Mrs.
Kramarich saw another
unforgettable sight.
"We were standing on the sixth
floor at Scripps Hospital, getting
ready to use the Eye Center's
facilities when she stopped and
said, 'Wow, that must be a
sunset,— he said.

TVA officials first studied the
world market for uranium
enrichment services in 1979 as
foreign nations began to compete
with the Energy Department to
sell enrichment services, an
October 1980 TVA report said.
"... only under the most
optimistic assumptions with
regard to domestic nuclear power
growth and foreign sales of
enrichment services would DOE
utilize their firm contract
commitments through 1992...,"
the TVA report said of 1979
findings.
TVA paid Nuclear Assurance
Corp. $15,500 to assist in the study.
The report was attributed to the
utility's Office of Power.
In September. 1980, DOE
predicted its production between
1980 and 1992 would drop by 55
million separative work units — a
measure of the amount of
electricity used to enrich
uranium.
The department forecast meant
it ivould need between 15,000 and

18,098 fewer megawatts of
electricity than it agreed to buy
from TVA and two other utilities
during a 12-year period.
In 1974, the Energy DepartMent
asked TVA to sell it up to 4,485
megawatts of electricity each
year until 1991.
This year, though, the Oak
Ridge plant failed to use la7
million worth of its contracted
electricity. DOE officials say next
year they won't use $100 million in
electricity they agreed to buy
from TVA.
TVA officials have demanded
payment for the unused electricity
in 1980 and 1981, citing a contract
provision that requires an
eight-year notice before DOg can
trim its contracted purchase by
1,000 megawatts annually. TVA
says the money will cover costs of
building nuclear power plants
planned when DOE entered the
contract.
Ray Sullivan, chief of DOE's
uranium services office in Oak
Ridge, said he didn't have TVA's

report and refused comment on
quoted excepts.
TVA began a program in the
1970s to build 17 nuclear reactors.
It has four reactors licensed, a
fifth built, seven more under
construction and five others
deferred indefinitely.
TVA has 2.8 million customers
in Tennessee and parts of
Kentucky, Virginia, North
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and
Mississippi.

For Isfetwation
Ihmertline

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair
Col

753-8856

Labor Day Specials

IborsaY Fildel & Sew*

Reeves Factory Surplus
204 N. Brewer St
Downtown Paris, Tenn.901-642-9019

Bedspreads
& Comforters 15% Off Reg. Price
Prisscillas
Select Group

1/2 Off Reg. Price

Bathroom Carpets

Blankets

1/2 Off Reg.Price

$5

Discount Prices'On

•

*Window Shades
*Roman Shades
*Shoe Racks

*Wicker Hampers
*Venetian Blinds
*Many Other Items

oucomocommeouraum occiourzno

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION SALE
To thank you for your loyal patronage, and to let
you know we take our customers' wishes seriously, and do our best to please.

Joe Smith's
Carpet
Center
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Get spedal Labor Day
savings on Inaxireds
of super buys at your
AN-Pro Auto Parts Store.

Ale Filters

k,

PRO-BILT FILTERS
For most
American cars

Bob y

Aiiison
Prolessionai Race Car Drive,

And Trend Carpet Mills

10 r

C]

are offering the following specials.

LII
PTA.

III
Ii

Off Per Sq. Yd.
Alla!n Stock

YANOLINE 10W-40
Muhl-Grad* Oil

VALVOLINE 30W
High OetArgArit 011

•
quest
4141

SAW WC,

quart
4.164

'23

on Per Sq. Yd.
Off Selected
Styles, In Stock
Or Will Order

Vinyl
III

With Coupon
Aug.31-Sept.5

CHIEFTAIN HEAVY
CHIEFTAIN HIGH
INTENSITY FOG OR DUTY BOTTLE JACK
S
DRIVING LIGHTS

GREAT NECK
TOOL KIT
so. pc*.

Trend Carpet 1
Aug. 31-Sept. 5

BUIS
MIMPOSIPI
"1 •
4

coupon

couPon

Professional Carpet Available

THERE'S ALWAYS
A PRO TO HELP

Murray, Ky.
Sat.8-4

753-6660
COUPON

10%

1114,21

4,noll•CO1

40021 410022

Closed Labor Day
So.4th St.
Mon.-Fri.8-5

pt.
WOODS WIRE REEL
TROUBLE LIGHT

0
S
0
0I
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couPon - - •

cn

6 at pattoftp•long

all Pto Auto Parts StOtelir

ALL

ALL PRO AUTO PARTS
I.K.T.
Service
SO4 Maple

AUTO PARTS,®

Murray, Kentucky
753-4461

Off All Wallpaper

With This Coupon
Over 70 Books To Choose From

Sat p,.ces 4000 throuot, Set"'

See your local All-Pro Auto Parts Store for this and other great values.
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Fantasy, Mystery,
Terror Highlight
WKMS Radio Drama

Deaths and Funerals
Final Rites Held John Jewell
Tuesday For
Tuesday
Mrs. Mary Irvan Dies
Final rites for Mrs. Mary Anna
John Henry Jewell of 1510
Irvan of Hardin were held Johnson, Murray,died Tuesday at
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the Dexter- 12:40 p.m. at the MurrayHardin United Methodist Church calloway County Hospital. He was
with the Rev. David Haley and the 76 years of age and a retired
Rev. Steve Shapard officiating. employee of the Chrysler
Burial was in the Murray City Division, Detroit, Mich.
& .
Cemetery.
Mr. Jewell was a member of the
Mrs. Irvan, 65, died Sunday at Seventh and Poplar Church of
6:35 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Christ and of Signet Lodge No. 555
Paducah.
Free and Accepted Masons,
She is survived by one son, Billy Detroit, Mich. Born Feb,18, 1905,
Guy Irvan, Cincinnati, Ohio; her in Calloway County, he was the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clint son of the late Arthur Jewell and
Skaggs, Hardin; two sisters, Mrs. Annie Charlotte Saunders Jewell.
Ben Haley, Hardin, and Mrs.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Bernard Crutcher, Frankfort; two Ruby Steele Jewell, to whom he
brothers, Donald Skaggs, Detroit, was married on Sept. 18, 1926; one
Mich., and Charles Skaggs, daughter, Mrs. Charlie (Irene)
Hardin.
Sparks, Sterling Heights, Mich.;
The family requests that two sons, Howard Jewell, Murray
expressions of sympathy take the Route 8, and Art Jewell, 1512
form of donations to the American Henry, Murray.
Cancer Society.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Christine Ramsey,
Muskegon, Mich., Mrs. Maud
Steele, Fraser, Mich., and Mrs.
George (Dorothy)Black, Murray
Route 6; three brothers, Arthur
Jewell, Alin° Route 1, Harold
Jewell, Fraser, Mich.; and Floy
Jewell, Hendersonville, Tenn.;
eight grandchildren; eight great
The funeral for Mrs. Myra
grandchildren.
Munday was held today at 10:30 at
The funeral will be held
the chapel of the J.H. Churchill Thursday at 3 p.m. at the chapel of
Funeral Home with the Rev. Dr. the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Walter E. Misch.ke, Jr., . Home with John Dale officiating
officiating.
and Jerry Bolls directing the
Pallbearers were Jack Shroat, singers from the Seventh and
Paul Rogers, Z. C. Enix, Joe Pat Poplar Church of Christ.
Ward, A. A.'Red' Willoughby, and
Pallbearers will be James A.
Buddy Spann. Burial was in the Fielder, Howard Moss, Charles
Murray City Cemetery.
Black, Paul Black, Danny Steele,
Mrs. Munday, 76, died Tuesday and Preston Jewell. Burial will
at 3:10 a.m. at the Murray- follow in the Murray City
Calloway Hospital. She was a Cemetery.
resident of 300 North Eighth
Masonic rites will be held
Street, Murray, and the wife of tonight Wednesday) at 8:30 p.m.
Ray Munday who died July at the funeral home where friends
29,1971.
may call after 5 p.m. today
Born August 5, 1905, at
Wednesday).
Paducah, she was the daughter of
the late Gardner Gilbert and
Bessie Patterson Gilbert. She was
a member of the First United
Methodist Church, Captain
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Cecil T. Shircliffe, 51, of
Revolution, the the J.N. Williams' Louisville, died early Tuesday of
Chapter of the United Daughters injuries received in a Monday
night traffic accident in Jefferson
of the Confederacy.
Mrs. Munday is survived by one County, police said
Shircliffe's pickup truck left the
daughter, Mrs. Susan Yarno, and
road
and struck a bridge
Yarnon,
grandson,
Craig
one
abutment on Arnoldtown road,
Florissant, Mo.
police said.

Tales of fantasy, mystery and Wednesdays beginning Oct.7.
"Nightfall," is a production of
terror will highlight radio drama
on WKMS-FM, 91.3 fine arts the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
radio, from Murray State "dedicated to the strange,
uncanny and the bizarre,"
University beginning in October.
National Public Radio according to host Luther Kranst.
Tales in the "Nightfall" series
"Playhouse," a -13-week radio
drama, will present four different Include "Love and the Lonely
series: "Nightfall," dedicated to One," the story of the medical
keeping listeners awake at night: students who steal a corpse; "The
"The Adventures of \Shrlock Body Snatchers," a radio
-lat- the adaptation of Robert Louis
Holmes," whicp will prese
cases of the sleuth of Baker Stevenson's classic tale, and "The
Street; "The Lord of the Rings," FtepossessIgp," the story of a man
an adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkein's visited by tfie ghost of his Siamese
magical world of middle earth, twin who died at birth.
Radio adaptations of Sir Arthur
and "Word Jazz" a surrealistic
journey through words and Conan Doyle's famous novels will
be featured in "The Adventures of
images.
The series will be aired at 6:30 Sherlock Holmes." The series
includes :"The Hound of
p.m. each evening beginning
Friday, Oct. 2, with "Nightfall." Baskervilles," "The Valley of
"Sherlock Holmes" will be heard Fear," and "The Sign of Four."
Escapism of another sort, "The
on Monday beginning Oct. 5;
"Lord of the Rings" each Tuesday Lord of the Rings," will be hosted
and Thursday beginning Oct. 6 by film actress Tammy Grimes.
and 8, and "Word Jazz" on Twenty-six episodes adapted from
Tolkein's fantasy classic are
scheduled.
Finally, Ken Nordine's "Word
Jazz" presents listeners With a
A 1977 Datsun, which was weekly surreal audio experience.
reported stolen during the night, Each of the programs consists of
was recovered around 7 a.m. sounds, music, poetry and the
today, according to Murray Police dialogue of Nordine.
Department officials.
A .38-calibur revolver, which
owner Blaine Donaldson said was
in the vehicle when it was stolen
In the announcement of the
from his parents' residence at 804
engagement and approaching
Sunny Lane, was no longer in the marriage
of Miss Jackie Gayle
car when it was recovered at 4th Parker
to Paul Thomas Lyles on
and Vine Streets.
Tuesday, the headline shoud have
The investigation is continuing read
Parker-Lyles Engagement
into the theft, which was reported
Announced.
about 5 a.m.

Stolen Datsun
Is Recovered

Funeral Is Held
Today For Mrs.
Myra Munday

Man Dies Of.
Accident Injuries

Don't worry about what to soy. Just make
it genuine, simple, sincere. And be
a good listener. By your very
presence you tell the bereaved
they ore not alone in
their grief.
The J. H Churchill Funeral Home is Docked by 95 years of reliable
'family service Allow us to help you in your time of need

J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd

Tummy Walker-Owner

MURRAY STATE CHEERLEADER — Tammy Hutson,daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Hutson, is a freshman
cheerleader at Murray State University. Hutson is a graduate
of Murray High Sch000l.

753-2411

"Personal Values and Ethical
Decisions" will be the title of a
workshop to be offered through
the continuing education program
of the Department of Nursing at
Murray State University Friday,
Sept:11.
Scheduled from 8:30 a.m.to 3:30
p.m. in the Mississippi Room of
the University Center on the
campus, the program is designed
to be of benefit to both registered
nurses and licensed practical
nurses.
Rebecca Culpepper, a
registered nurse and an assistant

A poem by Mark Jarman,
assistant professor of English at
Murray State University, was
published in the Aug. 10 issue of
The New Yorker. The poem is
titled "The Supremes."
Jarman joined the creative
writing staff at Murray State .in
the fall of 1980. He previously
taught at Indiana State University
in Evansville and at the
University of California at Irvine.
His first book of poetry, "North
Sea," was published by the
Cleveland State University lioetry
Center. He is also an editor of The
Reaper, a poetry magazine
published in Indiana.
Jarman was the director of the
Jesse Stuart CreatiVe Writing
Workshop on the Murray State
campus in July.

Last4 days!
Save 30% on famous
Pennsylvania
House furniture

professor of nursing at Vanderbilt
University in Nashville, will
conduct the workshop.
Participants may earn credit for
six 'Continuing education contact
hours by completing it.
Objectives of the workshop are
that participants will be able to:
—Identify steps in the ethical
decision-making process.
—Experience the ethical
decision-making process in
simulations.
—Relate personal values to
decision making.
—Recognize the value of a
supportive grd'up in ethical
decision-making dilemmas.
The workshop fee is $20. Anyone
wishing to register should call
Janice A. Russell, nurse
administrator for continuing
education at Murray State, at 7622194 no later than Sept. 4.

Dwain Taylor Chovrolot lac.
641 South, Murray

753-2617
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KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS.
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'Personal Values,
Ethical Decisions'
Is Workshop Title

Jarman Poem
Is Published In
The New Yorker
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Locker Room Receives Renovations

NEW LOOK - The Murray State
basketball locker room is being renovated with new carpet
and new birch-wood lockers. Jim Hall, vice president for administrative services, said the project
will cost the school about $9,000 and is one of many renovations currently underway across campus.
Other buildings where renovation is taking place include the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, The
Business Building and the Teaching and Media Resource Center. He also said several parking lots
are being improved as well. Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice president for university services, said the initial request to renovate the locker room was made about two years ago. Physical plant workers Tom
Jones (left) and Rick Venice were busy refinishing lockers on Monday. Staff Photos By John Salerno

NFL Teams Reduce; Final Cuts Made
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
As the unkindest cut of all-the
final preseason paring of National
Football League teams' rosterswas conducted, some players
didn't know if they were coming or
going. Some, in fact, were doing
both.
All 28 NFL teams had to be
down to 45 players by Tuesday.
Several well-known performers
felt the ax and others wound up on
the injured reserve list.
But a number of players were
placed on waivers, went
unclaimed and found themselves
back with their original teams and

slated to suit up this weekend for
the start of the season. That list
included rookie quarterback Jeff
Kemp of Los Angeles, linebackers
Brian Cabral of Chicago, Mike
Curcio of Philadelphia and Doug
Graf of Washington, wide
receivers Haven Moses of Denver,
Matt Bouza of San Francisco and
Johnnie Dirden of Pittsburgh and
tight end Steve Stephens of the
New York Jets.
The Broncos felt that Moses, 35
and a 14-year veteran, was too old
and made too much money for any
team to claim him. They were
right.
A number of veterans were cut

and then claimed by other teams,
including safety Mike Fuller,
released by San Diego and picked
up by Cincinnati; defensive end
Doug Sutherland, who moved
from Minnesota to Seattle, and
wide receiver John Floyd, who
went from Washington to St.
Louis.
Among the noteworthy players
who will be out of work are tight
end Rich Caster, cut by Houston;
running backs Jim Jensen, let go
by Denver, and Mike Thomas,
sent packing by San Diego;
defensive end Ken Sanders and
defensive back Marvin Cobb, both
released by Minnesota, and

Kentucky Governor Brown
Named 'Coach Emeritus'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has been
named a "Lifetime Head Football
Coach Emeritus" at the
University of Kentucky "to
alleviate permanently the
irksome problem of executive
meddling in the internal affairs of
the UK football program..."
The tongue-in-cheek resolution
was adopted Tuesday by the

interim State Government
Committee in the wake of Brown's
highly publicized verbal skirmish
with UK Coach Fran Curci.
The resolution, proposed by
state Rep. Jim Bruce, DHopkinsville, proclaims the
person in control of UK football
needs "vast experience in
organized athletics, the executive
branch of government and the
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intricacies of coaching football..."
And, "none is qualified so
eminently in each of these regards
as is the incumbent governos of
this Commonwealth...."
As Lifetime Head Football
Coach Emeritus, Brown was
granted the authority to "paddle,
spank or otherwise punish
corporally any recalcitrant
player, president or pundit of the
press showing any sort of
disrespect whatsoever."
He also was awarded the
privilege of leading the UK
marching band during halftime
ceremonies and received a
standing invitation from the
producers of "NFL Today" on
CBS-TV to appear and prombte
his football policies. Brown's wife,
Phyllis George Brown, appears
regularly on the program.
The committee adopted the
resolution by voice vote over the
cries of Rep. Mary Ann Tobin for a
roll call. Rep. Tobin, D-Irvington,
cast the lone dissenting vote.

placekicker Matt Bahr, cut by
Pittsburgh.
They joined players such as
quarterback Dan Pastorini,
placekickers Don Cockroft and
Tim Mazzetti, running backs
Elvis Peacock and Terry Miller
and wide receiver Lou Piccone all of whom were cut on Monday
-on the sidelines.
Free agent Dave Trout from
Pitt found his booming kickoffs in
preseason helped him oust Bahr,•
who made 37 of 58 field goal tries
- 16 of 17 from inside the 30-for
the Steelers.
The injured reserve list was
filled with NFL standouts,some of
whom will be eligible to rejoin
their teams after four games this
season. Quarterback Gifford
Nielsen of Houston, linebackers
Jack Ham of Pittsburgh, Ed
Simonini of Baltimore, Brad
Dusek of Washington and Jerry
Muckensturm of Chicago; tight
end Ken McAfee and running back
Doug Paschal of Minnesota; tight
end Mickey Shuler of the New
York Jets and wide receivers Mel

Gray of St. Louis and Steve Raible
of Seattle were on that list.
Of the veterans cut, the most
surprising might have been
Thomas and Fuller, both released
by the powerful Chargers.
Thomas, acquired from
Washington in 1979, was the NFL
rookie of the year in 1975 with 919
yards rushing and added 1,101 the
following season.

Kemp, the son of former pro
quarterback Jack Kemp, who is
now a United States congressman,
will be the third-string signalcaller for the Rams. His
batterymate at Dartmouth, Dave
Shula, also made it past the final
cut. Shula, son of Miami Dolphins
Coach Don Shula, hung on with the
Baltimore Colts despite being a
free agent.

Sports, Briefly
TENNIS
NEW YORK (AP) - Topseeded John McEnroe fought off a
determined upset bid by Juan
Nunez of Chile to capture his firstround match 6-7, 6-1, 6-3, 6-2 in the
q.s. Open championships.
In other action, Jimmy Connors
beat Britain's John Lloyd 6-0, 6-0,
6-2; Ivan Lendl stopped Hans
Simonsson of Sweden 6-2, 6-2, 6-2;
Eliot Teltscher topped Victor
Amaya, 6-2, 6-2, 6-4; Jose Luis
Clerc defeated Brad Drewett, 6-4,

6-3, 6-3; and Peter McNamara
downed John Fitzgerald of
Australia 7-6, 6-3, 6-3.
Tickets
Student season tickets for the
six Murray High School home
games will be on sale until Friday
at all city schools. Price of the student ticket set is $5.00
Adult reserve season seats are
still available at $15 per set. For
adult _season tickets information
call 753-4363.

COMING
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Friday Sept.4 at 7:30 p.m.
"Johnny Paycheck,"
And His

,

"West Texas Music Co."
With Grand Ole Opry Star

"Stonewall Jackson"
and

Parker Ford Inc.

"The Minute Men"
Plus
Paducah's Own T. Long Band

Is Offering Special Discounts
On All 1981 Model...
Granada

Mustang.. Fairmont L Exp.

So Deal With the'Sales People Of
Parker Ford Today & Save

Main St. Murray

I

Parker Ford Inc•753-5273
45- 4.-so5uweeid•-1""
- -"7-•

,

•

At West Kentucky Expo Center
College Farm Rd. Murray,Ky.
Tickets
$10.00 Each or
Call 502-753-8890
or Stop By
Granny's Porch
Sheerlunacy
World of Sound
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Shooting For Fourth Title

All Relic Says He'll Fight Berbick
BY WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
He stood on the dais polished
and spruced up like an antique
car, the relic he is. Kick his tires
and the wheels shimmy. Raise the
hood and the engine is a mess of
pipes and tubes, bent and rusty.
Turn the key, and you get a
labored chug.
That's Muhammad All, vintage
1960s, in the year 1981.
"It is sad," Dr. Ferdie Pacheco,
All's former personal physician
has often repeated. "Outside he
looks great. No cuts. No marks.
But if you could look behind that
skin you would see kidneys and
other vital organs bruised,
battered and bloodied by the
hundreds of blows he's taken the
last 17 years, look inside his head
and there's no telling how

damaged you'd find his brain.
"It would be criminal for him to
enter the ring again."
All doesn't hear well. Now he
insists he Must fight again —
driven by • Allah to provide
inspiration for all the hopeless and
disadvantaged people of the
world.
"Why do I want to fight again?"
All repeated a question in the two
dozen mikes planted on the
lectern. "It's the same reason
men want to go to the moon. It's
there. And after the moon,there's
Mars and Saturn.
"No one has ever won the
heavyweight championship four
times. I must be the first man to
do it."
The walls of the high-ceilinged
ballroom in the Waldorf Astoria
Hdtel echoed with whispers that

reached only a few ears: "No, All,
They've got to be kidding. Their
no. Don't do it."
pawn: a great but jaded
Was that Allah speaking? Or champion, 40 years old next
just the imagined murmurings January, 21 pounds overweight at
from the breasts of the faithful 241 and planning a trip to Hong
who had seen a remarkable young Kong before he begins serious
black from the streets of training.
Louisville fight his way to an
This is not the same loudOlympic gold medal, then win the mouthed, bombastic All although
heavyweight championship of the he is able to produce spurts of
world — not one time but three braggadocio in little five-minute
times — in a miraculous career in packages. He wore a gray suit,
which he defied and even beat the blue shirt and gray tie, all as
U.S. government on the issue of somber as his mein. He kept
serving in the Army during the wiping perspiration prom his face
Vietnamese War.
by dabbing it with a blue
Now here were some men from handkerchief.
the beautiful Bahamas
"I must pursue my aspirations
announcing that All would make and my dreams," he said. "I love
his ring comeback in that island a challenge, Don't tell me it can't
playground on Dec. 2. All said it be done. I shocked the world when
would be against Canada's Trevor I beat Sonny Liston in 1964. I will
Berbick.
shock it again."

Racers Cranked For 56th Season
Murray State will initiate its
56th year of football competition
this Saturday against Southeast
Missouri at Cape Girardeau and
its first season under the full
direction of head coach Frank
Beamer.
But Beamer, who has served the
past two seasons as Murray State
defensive coordinator, will not be
the only Racer representative
making his debut in a new role.
Beamer, in fact, finds himself
surrounded with new faces.
We have so many new players
and coaches," observed Beamer,
"it took a while just to get the
introductions out of the way."
"I believe we're ready to play a
football game. We've got a ways
to go before we're good but I
believe we can get better each
week. If practice is any indication,
I expect a real good effort
Saturday night."
Beamer reports that at least 15
starters will be different at their
position than iniated last year's
final contest against Western
Kentucky. There will also be a
fresh face in 17 of the 22 back-up
roles.
"We lost a lot of good people due
to graduation and we've had a few
go down in pre-season drills with
injuries," added Beamer. "I'm a
great believer in experience and

that's not one of our strong points
right now.
It will make the sixth
consecutive season Murray State
and Southeast Missouri will open
the football season. The Racers
own a 32-20-3 record in season
openers, including last season's
19-9 win over the Indians at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
"I know we're 1-1-1 with
Southeast Missouri over the past
three years and that record alone
gives an indication of the type of
game these two teams always
play," said Beamer. "They're
pre-season favorites to win their
conference and return some
excellent football players."
Southeast Missouri will be as
tough and physical a team as any
on our schedule," noted Beamer.
Coach Jim Lohr returns 25

lettermen, including 17 starters,
from last year's 4-7 team.Heading
the regulars back on offense will
be tailback Ernest Edwards,
quarterbacks' Scott Mosely and
Joe Young, center Ted Banker
and wide receiver Keith Hubbard.
Hubbard is the leading kick-off
return specialist back in Division
II as he averaged 23.8 yards per
return last season.
A pair of three-year lettermen
at linebacker, Rich Borman and
Dennis Lockhart, and defensive
back Nate Beasley are the top
players returning on defense.
Lohr also has kicking specialist
Ed Hotz who has 34 career field
goals to his credit and was nine of
10 in three-point tries inside 40
yards in 1980.
Beamer indicated the Racer
backfield will once again feature
quarterback Gino Gibbs but two
new faces may wirrstarting nods
for Saturday's opener. Starting at
tailback will be either freshman
sensation Marcus Moss or senior
Nick Nance with senior Tony
Lester and Junior Jeff Tarrence
competing for the full back job.
Gibbs ranked second in passing
and total offense in OVC statistics
last season and has been
impressive in pre-season practice.
Beamer also singled out wide
receiver Greg King as one of the

Laker Cross Country Team
Places First At Providence

Middle School
Football Jamboree
Set Fbr Thursday
Calloway County Middle School
is sponsoring a football jamboree
Thursday night beginning at 6
p.m.
Six quarters of football will be
played with six different teams
playing in two quarters each.
Two Tennessee teams will
kickoff the night's activities when
Puryear takes on Henry at 6 p.m.
Last year the two squads tied for
the Henry County Football League
championship.
The second quarter will begin at
6:30 p.m. with Henry taking on
Buchanan followed by Buchanan
and Puryear at 7 p.m.
Kentucky schools kickoff viheri
Mayfield challenges Christian
County in the 7:30 p.m. quarter
and host Calloway County will see
its first action against Christian
County at8 p.m.
The night's activities will close
with Calloway County meeting
Mayfield at 8:30 p.m.

Admission is $1.50 per adult and
$1 per student.
CCMS initiates its regular
season Sept. 15 when they host
North Marshall County at 6:30
p.m. Sept. 29 CCMS hosts Murray
before hitting the road against
Ballard Oct.6.
The second half of CCMS'
schedule features a visit by Lone
Oak on Oct. 13,then a trip to South
Marshall, Oct. 20 before wrapping
up the season at home Oct. 27 with
Crittenden Alunty. All games
begin at 6:30 p.m.
CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH
NOTE:
A spectator bus will be leaving
Calloway County High School at 5
p.m. Friday to attend the Lakers'
game at Dyer County, Tenn.
Anyone interested should contact
Chic Nute at CCHS.753-5479 or 7538141. The cost for everyone is ;1
per person.

leaders in the Racer offensive
unit.
Keying the defense will be AllOVC linebacker Donald
White and senior Gregg Evans,
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
who has moved from cornerback
Eastern Kentucky is the
to the safety position.
preseason favorite to win the Ohio
Two-time all-conference
Valley Conference foothall title.
defensive end Glenn Jones is the
But predictions don't interest
second major casualty of preCoach Roy Kidd nearly as much
season drills. Jones broke a bone
as the offensive line.
in his left foot in a practice last
"All of our backfield people can
week and is expected to be out
play," said Kidd. "It's just going
four to six weeks. The Racers had
to be a matter of blocking for
earlier lost linebacker Mark
them."
Simmons for the season with a
Eastern Kentucky lacks depth
wrist injury.
and experience on both the
offensive and defensive lines.
Seats are still available on the
The offensive line is led by
Murray State charter bus going to
guard Kevin Greve, a 6-1, 240the Southeast Missouri football
pound All-America. Also back is
game Saturday at Cape
senior tackle Dave Dihrkop,
Girardeau.
junior guard Chris Taylor and
The price is $15 per person and
junior center-tackle Steve
includes a reserve seat ticket to
C,olenian. .
the game. The bus will leave and
Junior tackle Mark Willoughby
return onSaturday.
is the lone defensive lineman back
Anule interested should confrom a year ago.
tact the-WU athletic promotions
Eastern Kentucky will rely
office, 762-6800. Also, reserve seat
tickets to the game are available --more on a passing attack with
quarterback Chris Isaac, flanker
for $4.50 each at Roy Stewart
Jerry Parrish, split end Steve
Stadium ticket office.
Bird, flanker Ranard McPhaul,
.4,4ey M.,

K idd's Kids Are Ready
tight ends Tron Armstrong and
Cris Curtis back this year.
Isaac,a 5-foot-11 senior, hit 92 of
177 passes last season for 1,318
yards and seven touchdowns. He
was also a threat running with the
ball, carrying 131 times for 302
yards and seven touchdowns.
The Colonels have a solid
offensive backfield with tailback
Tony Braxton and fullback Nicky
Yeast leading the way.
For the past eight seasons the
Colonels have rushed for more
than 2,000 yards. Braxton led the
way last year with 800 yards on 151
rushes.
The Colonels should be strong at
linebacker where it returns four
starters, including second-team
OVC selection Alex Dominguez.
The defensive backfield
includes All-America George
Floyd and and all-conference pick
Rodney Byrd.
Eastern Kentucky opens its
season at home Saturday against
South Carolina State.

I.

distanced second place Pro- Jim Nix. "We lost a few runners
vidence with 43 and Webster Coun- from. last year's team, but our
ty with 59.
young guys came through for us
"The victory was a little lopsid- Tuesday."
ed, but we were glad to get off to Among the top performers for
such a good start and show CCHS was freshman Barry
everybody what we could do," Knight, who finished second
said CCHS cross country coach overall with a time of 18:02.
Following in a block were teammates Mike Wicker, third at
18:21; Darrel Harris, fourth at
18:21 as well; Paul Vought,fifth at
18:25; along with Mike Garrison,
sixth with an 18:25 too.
"That's the way we won a lot
of meets last year," Nix said,
"We'd maybe lose first place, but
we'd bunch together and take
several high places in a block."
014
The Laker junior varsity team
$111.115
also won its meet with only five
runners participating. Accumulating CCHS' winning 36.
were seventh grader Terry
With Poorchsss Of This '
Starks, second with 11:08; Dean
Cooley, third at 11:09; Rob
,Charlton, eight at 11:55; Brian
Tebbetts, ninth at 12:15; and Jeff
Smith, 17th at 14:31.
Providence took second place
Good flint
with 38 points followed by Webster
Register
Sept.
County with 51.
For Free
The Lady Laker squads took a
106
Chain Sem
pair of seconds when the varsity
squad scored 42 points to place
them
To Is
between winner Profidence's 15;
While
Given Away
and loser Webster County's 69.
The junior varsity scored 36 points
Oct. 15*
behind Providence's 19 but ahead
of Webster County's 75.
Scoring for the varsity Laker
girls were Patty Doyle, sixth
place with a time of 13:30; Stacy
Taylor, seventh place with a
• Gasket-sealed cast iron fire door
14:06; Ladona Overby, eight with
• Sturdy steel construction for long unit
a 14:14; Stephanie Wuest, ninth
life
with a 14:18; and Bonnie Hut• TRI-AIRe draft control system for
chens,12th with a 14:52.
quick starts,slow or fast burning
The top five JV Lady Lakers
were Jeanne Rule, fifth at 15:24;
• Firebrick lined
Jeanetta Geurin, sixth at 15:32;
• Holds a fire for hours when properly
Karen Hall,seventh at 15:34;
loaded
Vickie Houghton, eight at l6:25;.
• All-American made, parts available
and Noreen Herndon, 10th at
16:47.
MININGILVA STOW& RNIGE COIVAIrl
Both girls squads and the junior
varsity boys competed on a 1.8
mile course while the varstty boys
ran 5,000 meters or 3.1 miles.
Friday the boys squad will
travel to the Sikeston (Mo.) Invitational where they'll compete
against 21 other teams from Kentucky, Missouri,-eTennessee,
Arkansas and Illinois. The meetis
scheduled to begin at 4 p.m.

The defending regional champion
Laker cross country squad captured a pair of firsts while the
Lady Lakers grabbed two seconds
in the teams' first meet of the
season at Providence Tuesday.
Finishing with a 20-point totla,
Calloway County easily out-

ReMington Mighty Mite
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'Ponderosa Controlled
Combustion Heater

_

• Beautiful, flat finish
• Scrubs clean, stays colorfast
• Easy water clean-up
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SAVINGS

1

IA/kV Chei

SilverStone®
WEST BEND®
Cookware where craftsmen stilt

ON

bq

NON-STICK SURFACE

'

DU POSIT
•••••...o

liliverikese

SHOP OUR STORE EACH WEEK
AND BUILD YOUR COMPLETE SET
OF NON-STICK WEST BEND
SILVERSTONE® COOKWARE

8"SAUTE PAN

30t.
SAUCE PAN

IOW SAUTE
SKILLET

BOTH PRACTICAL
AND BEAUTIFUL

1

lot.
SAUCE PAN

o•CO. •

1.11, MAI
< WO< dIC

20t.
SAUCE PAN

•HEAVY GAUGE ALUMINUM FOR FAST,
EVEN HEATING
•CHIP AND PEEL RESISTANT INTERIOR
•DURABLE PORCELAIN EXTERIOR
•STAIN, HEAT AND FADE RESISTANT
•BEAUTIFUL TAN WITH BROWN STRIPE FINISH

12" SAUTE SKILLET

FOLLOW THIS FEATURE WEEK
SCHEDULE AND START SAVING ON
YOUR WEST BEND SILVERS TONE TODAY!
WEEK

0

5 GR.
DUTCH
OVEN

1 2 Qt.TRIG "
2/
TEA KETTLE

OUR LOW PRICE

COOKWARE UNIT

$ 4.89
9.49
2 1 CIT. COV.SAUCEPAN
3 10/12" OPEN SAUTE SKILLET 10.49
2 OT. COV. SAUCEPAN
11.49
11" SO. GRIDDLE
9.89
6 3 CIT. COV.SAUCEPAN
12.49
8" COVERED SKILLET
11.99
7
2 QT. TEA KETTLE
1
2/
8.99
8
12" OPEN SAUTE SKILLET
12.49
THESE
UNITS
15.99
AVAILABLE 501. DUTCH OVEN
AT ALL
10" COVERED SKILLET
TIMES
15.49
ST
WEEK

Vet 01./110
K• Su.1,11

8" SAUTE PAN

WEEK
N0

RU
WEEK

West Bend's quality Village Chef SliverStone* non-stick cookware can now be
yours at special prices! West Bend combined the features you want most in
cookware to give you durable, attractive sauce pans, skillets and matching
accessories. Buy a different piece each week at our low, low Feature week prices!
Each Village Chef utensil is fashioned from superthick heavy gauge aluminum for fast,
even heating. The interiors are DuPont's SpverStone premium non-stick surface
which resists chipping and peeling, and means quick and easy clean-up for you.
Tan color porcelain exteriors with brown stripes are attractive and durable. They're
stain-resistant, heat-resistant, fade-resistant and dishwasher-safe. Village Chef
cookware is attractive, durable, easy to use and easy to dean, and at these special
prices a true bargain. Start collecting your Village Chef cookware nowt

TH
WEEK

TH
WEEK

WEEK

TH
WEEK

TH
WEEK
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Reagan Orders Budget Cuts
1

White House press secretary
Larry Speakes said Tuesday as
Reagan prepared to end his
month-long California vacation
and fly east today. "But we have
to.face reality."
Some senior administration
officials, who declined to be
identified, said that without
further cuts the deficit could soar
above $60 billion.
In Milwaukee, budget director
David A. Stockman said the
administration would unveil its
latest plan in a week or so.
He said a possibility was the
; wholesale elimination of federal
agencies and further cuts in the
federal work force. CBS reported
Tuesday that 70,000 to 80,000
federal jobs would be eliminated.
Responding to a question from

LOS ANGELES ( AP) President Reagan, struggling to
control the federal deficit in the
face of persistent high interest
rates, is ordering a new wave of
budget cuts which may wipe out
whole government agencies.
The new cuts for the 1982 fiscal
year, which Starts next month,
would be over and above $35.2
billion in reductions already
approved by Congress, $14 billion
still being sought by the
administration and $75 billion
planned for 1983 and 1984 in the
drive to balance the federal
budget.
And that still may not be enough
to hold the 1982 deficit to the $42.5
billion promised by Reagan,
administration officials say.
"That is still our goal," deputy

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
6 Negative
I Opening
prefix
4 Do the crawl
7 Army officer
8 Charts
8 Deface
12 Goddess of
9 Hebrew
healing
month
13 Comet part
10 Church
14 Encourage
seats
15 Surgical saw 11 Stalk
17 Container
16 Fruit seed
19 Both ot,us
18 Near
20 Evergrebn
21 Ideal
21 Vessel
22 Hostelry
22 Doctrine
23 Pierce
23 Barracuda
24 Come forth
25 Part of HRH
freely
26 Article
25 Pronoun
27 Rocky hill
26 Emmet
28 Gieigud title 28 Turf
29 Interior
29 Anger
32 Gold symbol 30 Emerald
33 Console
isle
35 Sun god
31 Knocks
36 Baker's
33 Ungentleproduct
manly one
38 Before
34 Worthless
39 Gratuity
scrap
40 Paid notice
41 Perform
42 Offspring
43 Distant
45 Likely
• 46 Hit lightly
20
47 Time abbr.
48 Equality
49 Intimate
52 Mature
54 Monster
56 Inlet
57 Paradise
58 Tidy
59 Pigpen
DOWN
1 Obtain
2 Ventilate
3 Rather have ,
4 Isolated rock
5 Emerged
victorious

HEY BI6 BROTHER, MY
WORRY 15 OVER I JUST
REMEMBERED SOMETHING..

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

UOU IMMO OCID
LICIO UMUOU CHM
CHUM WILIODOUU
001130 OCILI
110121NUOUU MUM
UM MUG= CUM
UOU MUM CCU
OUUU MUMULI NU
MEW ULIGOMUU
UUU QUM
EICIUOUNO MD=
MOU MEOW UOU
CU 012113U0 U100
37 Jug lug
39 Sots
41 Pinafore
42 Capuchin
monkey
43 Taxi rider
44 Among
45 Cooled
lava

46 Waste
allowance
48 Ballpoint
49 Monk's title
50 Insect egg
51 Famed Doris
53 Hebrew letter
55 Earth
goddess

Otto,

.c.
aft 1111
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PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP)- The
co-owner of a trucking firm has

Floyd Sheriff
Resigns Post
For Ministry

AND I'M
AFRAID OF
THE MEAN
DOGS ON HER
STREET

YOU WERE I WAS?! OH,
SUPPOSED 600P GRIEF!
TO TURN
THEY'LL
THAT IN LAST KILL ME!
SPRING...
riro.
ao:A
C'

,

I CAN'T STAND SEEING IT
HERE PIRST 71-1ING
EVERY MORNINaA

TI-IAT'S THE SECRET TO
LIFE...REPLACE ONE
WORRY WITH ANOTHER...

/re A
gi
1111u
.

THIS FLEA POWDER
WORKS
WONDERS

IF YOU'RE GOING INTO Y RIGNT
TI-1E GENERAL'S OFFICE
BE CAREFUL, I-1E'S
UNDER THE COLLAR

IS THAT
BETTER,
SIR1

WHAT'RE YOU
TALK I NG
ABOUT?

cuts.
The flaw in Reagan's budget
plans, Speakes said, is the
persistence of higher-thanexpected interest rates.
He said the Office of
Management and Budget has not
formally changed its projections,
but "certainly we recognize that
the assumptions that OMB made
with regard to interest rates are
under-estimated and that the
interest is making it difficult to
meet that $42.5 billion goal."
While the administration
estimated an average interest
rate of 13.6 percent this year, the
rate on three-month Treasury
bills now is 15.6 percent. For 1982,
the Reagan administration is
predicting a 10.5 percent rate on
the three-month bills, but
congressional experts say it will
be closer to 12.8 percent.
For every 1 percent increase in
interest rates, the government
spends an estimated $4 billion to
pay off its debt.
Reagan spent a quiet day
Tuesday at the Century Plaza
Hotel and prepared to leave today
for Chicago to address a
convention of the United
Brotherhood of Carpenters and
Joiners, an AFL-CIO affiliated
union. He is due to return to
Washington on Thursday.

Trucking Co-Owner
Gets Five Years

PRESTONSBURG,Ky.(AP)Douglas Lewis has resigned his
post as Floyd County sheriff to
devote full _time to his religious
ministry.
Floyd County Planner Dick
Leslie said Lewis, an ordained
Baptist minister, came to his
home Monday night and handed
him a letter of resignation. Leslie
said he would turn the letter over
to County Judge-Executive Bill
Wells, who will appoint a
successor to Lewis.

MY LOCKER DIDN'T HAVE
A COMBINA11ON-IT I-4AP A
KEY! I JUST FOUND IT!

14

South Dakota Gov. Bill Janklow at
a Midwestern governors meeting,
Stockman said, "We are going to
announce some changes in federal
employment levels and agency
termination levels that will warm
your hearts, even in the middle of
winter in South Dakota."
Ed Dale, an Office of
Management and Budget
spokesman, refused to say how
much more would be cut from the
budget but said every agency
would be vulnerable.
"The president is going to take a
sharp knife on these 1982 budgets
in order to hold the line." Speakes
said."We realize it's going to be a
difficult job."
He said Reagan would be
looking for further savings in
already hard-hit social programs
and probably would make cuts
"across the board" in every
department and agency.
Earlier, White House chief of
staff James A. Baker III said
Reagan had agreed to trim $20
billion to $30 billion from his
record military spending plans for
1983 and 1984. Another $45 billion
would be cut in those years from
already-pared social programs.
Speakes said Reagan will hold a
Cabinet meeting in Washington on
Sept. 10 to consider the budget

THE miCZOOR

been sentenced to five years in
prison on each of 33 counts of mail
fraud in connection with the
billing of Perry County for gravel
deliveries._
U.S. District Judge Wix
Unthank said the sentences,
handed down Tuesday against
Bradley Woolum, would run
concurrently.
Woolum was ,indicted by a
federal grand jury April 6 along
with Perry Judge-Executive
*Carroll Fugate and former county
security officer Darrell Cole.
Woolum was convicted last
month, Cole pleaded guilty on
April 28 to one count of the
indictment, and Fugate faces trial
in September.
The indictment charged that
Fugate and Cole had engaged in a
"pattern of racketeering activity"
that includes arson, mail fraud,
insurance fraud and bilking
various county, state and federal
programs.
The indictment accused
Woolum, Perry County's road
foreman, of engaging in 33 counts
of mail fraud by double and triplebilling the county for gravel.
These allegedly false billings
cost the county about $50,000 over
a six-month period, Assistant U.S.
Attorney Cleveland Gambill told
the jury during Woolum's trial.
Gambill said that when state
auditors looked at Perry County's
books last year, they found that
some of the W & N Trucking Co.
weigh tickets for gravel deliveries
had been submitted for payment
two and three times.
Other tickets had been erased or
altered, Gambill said, and still
others had been acquired from
other firms and submitted to the
county by W& N.
He also charged that of the 320
weigh tickets submitted to the
county by Woolum for payment,
179 were double or triple
submissions, and an additional 25
belonged to another company.
Of the more than $68,000 that
Woolum received under the W & N
contract. between December 1978
and mid-1979, he was entitled to
about $18,000,Gambill said.
During the trial, Perry County
Clerk Earl Deaton testified that
the county's contract with W & N
had been let according to standard
procedures and the the four
rejected bids either had been
incomplete or higher than W &
N's.

Lexington Man
Sentenced
For Robbery

,45 THE PHANTOM
WITH DEVIL,5WING5
ACP095 THE
PIRANHAFILLED
RIVER„.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - A
Lexington man has been
sentenced to 20 years for robbery
of a Harrison County Bank, said
authorities. g
Joseph Schumacher pleaded
guilty to the charge July 24 and
appeared for sentencing Tuesday
in federal court at Lexington
before U.S. District Judge Scott
Reed.
fnd an
Schumach
accomplice, TheresèPrmley,24,
of Lexington. were charged in the
May 15_ robbery of the Berry
Branch of Farmers National
Bank. Parmley was sentenced
last month'
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1.Lepl Notice

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray, Kentucky, for the
Murray Water and Wastewater Systems
will accept quotations on the following
chemicals: Bulk Sodium Hydroxide
(Caustic Soda Liquid) 50%, Sodium
Silicofluoride, Chlorine Cylinders,
Calcium Hypochlorite (HTH), Soda Ash
Lite (Sodium Carbonate),Ferric Chloride
Anhydrous, Lime Hydrated (Rotary
Kiln), Hexametaphosphate(91% as PO4),
and Zinc Sulfate MonoHydrate (90% Zinc
Sulfate). Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's office, 5th and Poplar
Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids are to be
delivered to the City Clerk's office. City
Hall, Building, no later than 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, September 9, 1981. The City
reserves the right to accept the lowest or
best bid or to reject any or all bids submitted.
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2. Notice
Bur-Dot Ceramics. Open 9 a.m.
til 10 p.m. Monday Friday.
Classes and supplies. 474-2708.

Slabs and Saw dust. Shgematcer

Lumber Co.,9013525777 or after
5:30p.m.,901-152-3632.

Flea Market, Skyvue Drive
In Theater, Paris. Open first
Saturday of each month.
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8 Gold
Pawn Shop
as our
Development Assistant a new
position coordinating off-air
fund raising for WKMS-FM (91.3,
FM), Murray State University's
100,0o0 watt fine arts radio
station. No specific experience
required, only an aggressive
personality and ability to work
independently. Previous sale
marketing experience a plus.
Position is part time,
hour. Apply at Personnel
Services Murray State
University an affirmative
'action-equal opportunity
employer.
Want to rent, house with a few
acres, with option to buy. Send
information to P.O. BOX 35,
K irksey, KY 42064.
JOIN PUBLIC RADIO

Olympoi i'loi.
Opencontulipm
M1111

Maintena
years e
indusfria
maintena
year. Re
ex pens
Personne
Seams
experlet
base. F
Action P

9,1a1

Wanted
able to
har
Knowlei
helpful.
P.O. 1
Kenturi

Urrii
lyisdls Cobra Doom
aid SJL1 S111460
• MOM,!Nra WV4N1
demi:
7334647
This
week's
service special at
Rudolph Tire, and
Alignment
Inc.
formerly Goodyear
Service Store.
TunP Up

•

;14 00

Alignment

12.50

Oil IL Like

7 00

SPECIAL
SMITH A WESSON
Custaithed by Nome
Cottons bd. Ms. 44
Alognem 5"
Barrel
$995.00

Nikon
with
aCCeSS

Rabbit
sale
must
436-5I
Cola(
$4 5
bookci
storm
d ran
20x49
S80
or pho

asiIvor
seid

CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a reedy reference
that will quiche, help you locate
the claseficafion you are looking
for.
1. legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
& Help Wanted
1. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
11 For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
13. Articles For Sale
It Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
IS, Sewing Machines
It farm Equipment
21 Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
2$. Business Services
M.TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
21. Mob. Home Rents
21 Heating-Cooling
Bussed Rental
31. Went To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Room for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
3$. Farms For Rent
31 For Rent Or lase
37. livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
31. Poultry-Supplies
41. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loins
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
41 Farms for Sale
41 Homes for Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Aittivios
41. IMO Cars
It Used Trucks
SI. Campers
ax. boots and Motors
Si. Services Offered
St for Tiede
IS. Feed And Seed
St free Column
SI. Wanted

5A

Pawn Shop
Olympic Mafia
apes cae. to•p.m.
7317113

The Lydia Phillips
Home located about
6 miles east of Murray on 280, includes
15 acres approximately 756 feet of:
road frontage. Cal/
753-6531.

Order
season
436-2,
Match
Good c
759-41

Oak din
china
after6r)
For sa
(M)N
For s
Grawls
sickle
tiller.(

We
do ,,'sum,(
passports
ID c
and
olienrerpo,arlon

CARTER
STUDIO
iJ3 Moon

5.

1. Help Wanted

131.5171

Flute,
conditi
Murray
one paii

Wanted: ladies to do typing
in their home. P.O. Box
221, Murray, Ky.
help wanted. $219. weekly
average Working part or hill
time. weekly paychecks'
mailed directly to you train
home._ office. start immediately, no experience
necessary. national company. all ales. details and
application sent. send your
name and address to: Bond
Industries, Kendalia.Tx
.78027,
Secretary, part-time 50 words
per minute typing. Viactaptione
or shorthand required. Salary
negotiable, Action Personnel.
7534532.
Needed experienced.clean•
up man Call 753-1840

Kerby
;
23,000
concliti
Windo
Centor
753-763

7
.
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6. Help Wanted
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Submit written resume
listing all qualihcations tor
position and salary request
to P 0. BOA 125. Murray
Ky. 42071
Information on Alaskan and
Overseas Employment. Excellent income potential
Call 1-312-741-9780. Ext
6062.
*IN PUBLIC RADIO as our
Development Aspistant, a
new position coordinating
off-air fund raising for
WKMS-FM (91.3 FM),
Murray State University's
100,000 watt fine arts
.radio station. No specific
experience required, only
an aggressive personality
and ability to work independently. Previbus
sales/marketing experience
a plus. Position . is parttime, $4.75/hour. Apply at
action/equal
affirmative
opportunity employer.
Medical secretary reCiptionist. Only experienced need to apply.
Seed resume to P.O Box
1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Free Christmas.... Turn Spare
time into money by
01fribristralink toys and anis
ix!'IMO_ December. Free IMO
kit, commission plus excellent
bonuses. Fun job! Phone 159-

111.-PWU
-416
--

22. Musical
-•-••••

a

Six month old black Great Dane,
full pedigree,cropped ears,fully
obedience trained. Call Sal, 753'109.

CLAYTOIIS

kittens, and one yellow.0 Call
759 476.

Free,• five long haired white

$18 71111

Black Chiauhahua. lrvan
Cobb area.150.00 reward. 4744152 or 474 2267.

23. Exterminating

Registered quarter horse
gelding, 8 years old, anyone
can ride, pleasure, barrel!,

L

Babysitter
experienced,
references, must have own
transportation, 759 1087 after
4:00.
Maintenance supervise( three
years experience minimum.
industrial and or mechanical
maintenane. Salary123,000, per
year. Relocation and interview
expenses paid. Action
Personnel. 153-6.532
Seamstress - must be
experienced. 13.65 per hr.
base. Five days per week.
Action Personnet:753-6532.

9.Siluation Wanted
Wanted Secretary, must be
able to do payroll. bookeeping;have good math ability
Knowledge of construction
helpful. Send resume to
P.O. Box 423. Murray
Kentucky

poles, etc. 753-1210.

URDER

Four bedroomhouse near
downtown. 12110. 90 mth. 759
4638. Family or couple
prefered. no pets.

Kelley's Termite
88 Pest Control

Six month old black Great

Dane, full pedigree, cropped
ears, fully obedience trained
Call Sal,753 9101, 753-6527

nio••• 711

°

41.Pubk Saie

26.-17-Radie

Carport Sale: 1206 Peggy Ann
Dr. Thurs., and Fri.

NEW
Gigantic Yard Sale: 1639
Miller, Fri. and Sat., 8:00-

ORGANS
or

PIANOS
$999
CLAYTONS

Five party yard sale antique
glassware, antique furniture,
clothes all sizes, misc. items.
Three miles south 121 on the
old Salem Rd. past Hilltop
Church. Fri.,Sat., Mon.

1575

43. Real Estate

12x65 Roof; 18x24 carport;
R.C.A. color cosole t.v. 7594588
or 753-7637.

28. Mob. Home Rents
50 fi.

50.00 a month. New Concord
area. Leave phone number or
address at Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O.-Box 1040A.
21x60 double wide three
bedroom, two baths, central
heat and air, freezer, washer,

Located in Riviera
Courts is this two
bedroom mobile

dryer, lots of extras. $16,500.
Call 7530997.

home, completely
furnished for only
$1,500.00. the ideal
dwelling for that son
or daughter now attending college.

Double wioe with utility carport
built on, 10x18 outbuilding on lot
at corner of North 1611) and Poor
Farm Rd. Close toFisher Price.
S20,000. Call 753-7975.
For rent: nice 2 bedroom trailer,
near Murray. No pets! 489 2611.

A.Business Rental

12.Iiàmnc,
32:Apts. For Rent

15. Artides For Sale
3mera, body
Nikon FM C:
with zoom lens plus
accessories. Call 767.2828.
Rabbits and chickens for
sale and plants. Moving
must sell. Call anytime
436-5895.
Captain desk with. seat
$45..Combination
bookcase/desk $45 and
storage
cabinet(
3
drawers/3
doors.
20x49in.)S45.or any two for
$80. See at 1624 W. Olive
or phone 753-1712.
Firewood
Order now and burn
Seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.
Matching couch and chair
Good condition. askino $50
759-4633
Oak dining table, six chairs and
china cabinet. Call 153 -2616
after 6p.m.
For sale: 1" Well driller. Call
(5132) 362-464.
For sale. Attachment for,
Grawly garden tractor, 4 ft.
sickle bar and rotary, plow,
tiller. Good condition. $100 each.
436-5679.
Flute, used 3 years. 900d
condition. band pants for
Murray Middle School, size liar
onepair size H.IS3-11311.
Kerby sweeper, good condition.
150.10,153-4137.
23,000 BTU Fedders ar

conditioner. 1375.00. 759 1206
Window for 1973 Buick
Century. Passenger side Call
7517635 after Sp.m.

2-Bedroom unfurnished.
stove and refrigerator. $125
a month: 2 months rent
and $50 deposit required.
Call 759-4176 days. 4362625 evenings.
Apt. for rent. 75316044.
Furnished, two bedrooms,
large kitchen, appliances.
block University. adults

only. $200. 753-5791.
79-1074. 753-2649.
One bedroom apartment in
lakefront house in Panorama Shores Woodburning
stove, kitchen appliances
furnished. 436-2484 or
753-7272.
Three bedroom near
University. Newly decorated.
753.7261.

Two bedroom apartment for
rent, range, oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposer,
washer and dryer hookup.
air. carpet._ No pets. One
year lease and $225 deposit
required, $225 per month.
Phone 753-2622 or 7533865.
Two bedroom duplex, WeShvoOd
Subd. couples only, no Rh of

children, lease amid deposit
equired. 759-4509.
Two bedroom duplex,
Westwood Subdivision.
Couples only! No pets or
child. Lease and deposit
required. 759-4599.
I Duplex block university.
$10,q0q down, balance 7
percent, $77.53 month. 759
1074,75 33-5791,753-2649.

34 Houses For Reel
New deluxe 2 bedroom,

Northwood subdivision. $265 per
month.1534153.
For rent; 2 bedroom, air
conditioned house with

garage.
7535l,753-2557 or 753.7%7

WALLIS DRUG
•PIESCRIPTIONS *FRESH INUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FON ItENT AND SALE
*LiADING BRANDS OF(OSMII TICS
*HOLLISTER °STOW'PRODUCTS
t rye Oelivere oo Perm nohyw.io av tones%

New listing two miles-West
of Lynn Grove on Hwy. 94.
two bedroom frame house
with two acres very neat
and attractive home. For
more information call
Purdom and Thurman Real
Estate. 753-4451 Susy
Wells, 753-1585 or Geneva
(Ides 753-6557.

Make your offer today!
ROBERTS REALTY
I 2,6 I. Sycamore
Alorrtny, Ity.
733-I6S)

$100,000
ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
DOU.ARS
Would be a small price to
pay for the magnificent
view of Kentucky Lake you
can buy for $11,900.
Beautiful ridge top side
shaded by mature oaks with
3 bedroom mobile home,
deck, carport, 90 ft. well,
all weather road. Call
Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724.

DEVELOP!
No. 406-2) ACRES
k1/1.. City utilities
are reportedly
available to this rolling, tillable acreage.
5 acres bottomland.

011AIOYSPeaks
For Itself
3 Bedroom ihrick
large,
on
landbeautifully
scaped lot in excellent
home

neighborhood.
Features include living room
w/fireplace, indirect
lighting and built-in
music system, formal dining room,
family room and
extra-large 2-car
garage Home has
been
recently
redecorated
throughout. Price
just reduced to
$65,000. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Realty for full-time real
estate service.
Special Features
Abound
Besides the two
bedrooms, one bath,
living room, and kitchen upstairs, you
will enjoy the many
special features in
this home, f.sp_th 1.111y

the fii1A Oat' nt
that SkTullfe a
L.. bath vim utility
room. There's central gas heat and air,
all the drapes and appliances remain, including the washer
and dryer. You will
also enjoy the
beautiful backyard
for summertime fun.
Priced in the $30's
and just reduced.
Appraisals - Council
tag - Managemen
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
753404
Ideal house and location (110

.N. 121h) for professional
office or small business
(zoned 8-4). Priced for quick
sale with immediate
possession. Lot 61x190. Call C
0. Bondurant Realty, 753-9954
or 753-3460, or Claud Miller,
Realtor, 753-5064 or 753-3059.

New Wimp
Throe bedroom brick,
1/
1
2 baths, central
and air, wood
k, carport.
Owner financing, two
bedroom house on
large lot. 12 miles
west on 94.
753-“1111
•
k

‘.

)

• 'I

& PROMOTE MANAGEMENT

411.111\4111111■41
Looking For A

Jar L limmen Dreher
On ColOwslorr Rd

Tito Story?
You'll want to see
this bright and
cheery
home.
Private
wooden
fence surrounds
backyard with con-

Custam Built
By one of the best
builders in the area.
Two or three
bedrooms, two marble and ceramic
baths, central heat

and air. A large
recreation or family
room that would hold
the longed for pool
table. Located about
6 miles northwest of
Murray. Phone 7531222, Kopperud Real-

ty.
"Peaceful Haven"
This lovely 3
bedroom, 14 bath
home is just waiting
to you and your family. The cool, Inviting
covered porch and
redwood deck with a
beautiful view of
Kentucky Lake await
your arrival. Offered
in the low $40's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main in

IllOnity..• .A1

Alive with color and
charm? mufti),
decorated from the
foyer to the family
room with fireplace
and ceder beams, to
the kitchen with diming area and to the
bedroom wing with
built-las. - For
economy, add central gas - and you can
find the total
package by Mans(
753-102. Offered by
Century 21, Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.

19/1 CJ7 Golden Eagle Jeep.
Automatic transmission
power steering, tilt wheel,
new tires, new top excellent
condliion 15700 753 8452 after
5 p.m

30 years experienced car
penter work Also flue
building Call 436-2253

LORETTA JOSS, REALTORS

busmen*
Boni Estate
Sowing&(sort Sq.
Mar-my, Kesstecky
1514451
lioume
re ,
Country Hide-a-way 13
acres, walk out basement. 4,000 sq. ft.
finished.
Home or business for
rent call
Skeet Waldrop
Reel Estate
wpm kiff
Gator
711-1707

. MOOS Of
Two beuroom home, 408 S
8th St Murray,324.000
19-3371
New House in Canterbury.
Estates. Owner financing with
25. down. Will also trade., 7533612.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath.

.built-in appliances. Must
sell, $30,000. Call 4892670.
Prime location, 3 bedroom,
2 bath, den, formal dining
room, double garage, recreation room. 753-2676.
Three bedroom, two bath,
brick, in nicer subdivision
lust outside the city limits,
city gas-, water and cable
t. v. Central air and gas
heat. Attached garage, large
kitchen with built-ins, large
redwood deck, through
sliding glass doors in back.
T.V.A insulated. Assumable
mortgage $47,500. 753-

AAA CUSTOM
MADE
CABINETS
bookcases
music centers
etc

1971 4x4 Honcho, automatic,
air, AMDFM,orti radial tires.
4892666.

Reasonable 436-2566

52. Boats and
Boat Motors

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
houses lack Glover 753

realtor). Call 753-'9259.

GENERAL HOME REPAIR

lcyears experience carpentry, concrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding. things
around the home Free
estimates' No job too small
Call .days 474-2359 4742276 evenings
On
weekends
474-2276
I( & R Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
horn your yard or land
cleared of stumps' We can

53.Sews Offered
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, under
pinning, roofing, installing
doors and windows. Also
build porches and patios

Call 753-6973. Free
estimates! No lob too
small! On weekends. call
474-2276
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Whirlpool,
Kenmore,
Westinghouse. Experienced
independent service. Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872. Bob's
Appliance Service, 202 S
50.

remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips

Call for free estimate. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr 435-4319

An-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used

air-conditioners. Dill's Electric. call 753-9104
Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum cleaned
from your driveway. Industrial, residential, or
commercial, 24 hour service. Call 753-5933.

Johnson s Electric

inercial and residential
wiring gas installed and

repairing 753 7203
Need work on your

trees'

Topping, pruning shaping
complete removal and
more Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional

tree care 753-8536
Now open' Doug Jones
Electric Airport Rd Re
sidential work Guaranteed
tree estimates Call 753

9555
Professional paperhangini,
painting, farm buileints,
top, sides. Commercial .T
residential. Call Trernon

Farris, 759-1987
P & D Lawn Service
Mowing, small tree and
hedge trimming
Free
Estimates 436-2997
CARPET CLEANING Free
Estimates
Satisfied
References Vibra-Vac Steam or

homes. 753-1873 lack
Glover
Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears. 753-2310 for
free estimate for your

,aluminum

estimate

6

Corn

Quick Dry Cleaning LEE'S
CARPET CLEANING 753 5827

Gutterin'g by Sears Sears
continuous gutters in/ailed
per your specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free

All your plumbing and air

JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANI
CLEANING. 24 hour service
instalation of septic
tanks and backhoe work
Call 753-8669 or 436-5348

MOBILE NOME ANCHORS
underpinning, root's sealed.
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile

needs

conditioning needs. Also do
carpentry, painting, roofing
and concrete. All work done
to satisfaction. 753-9822.
Asphalt driveways
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For tree estimates
call 753-2310.

Aluminum. Seriice
and vinylsiding, custom trim
work. References. Call
Will Ed Bailey, 7530689.

CARPET CLEANING. Free
estimates. Satisfied
references. Vibra vac steam
or quick dry cleaning. LEE'S
CARPET CLEANING, 753
5827.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

and

225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Commends Center)
Specializintin Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
812 753-3685
For Appointment

Automobile machamc will
do work on automatic and
all gasoline engined trucks.
All work done gauranteed.
Call 431:4546.

ABSOLUTE

PROPERTY
ZONED R-1

AUCTION

Three bedroom house near
university. 492 8225.

Extra clean -three bedroom in
Lakeway Shores. Large
fireplace in living room, wood
stove in recreation room.
Attached garage, aluminum
siding, TVA insulation over
2,000. Lots of living area and
large porch. Must sell. (Make
offer before we lisf with

1873

15' Runabout, motor and
trailer. Good condition $500.
Call 436-4216.

DEVELOPMENT
89 ACRES

Heating refrigeration. end
electrical repair
Bob c
Refrigeration
Service
Hazel KY 498 8310 or

153-7829 Bobby Lockhart

1977 Chevy one ton,3 350
engine, four speed. Cab good
shape. Some rust on the
body.G Good tires. 92,000
miles. 52500.00. Call 489-2637.

15 ft. runabout motor and
trailer. Good condition LW.Call
t37-4216
1200 Sycamore
Muney Kentucky 420/1
1502) 7511492

53. Services Offered

MRS. MILBURN (Blanche) GARDNER PROPERTY

SAT.,SEPT.5,1981 - 10:00 A.M.
MARTIN,TENNESSEE

Located across the street from the Volunteer General Hospital
1973 750 Honda. A-1 shape
•4 Corners on New By-Pass
753-7261
1978 GT80 Yamaha. Excellent •1.19 Acres(2) Lots between Buckley Drive and Mt. Pelia
condtition. $275.00. 753-7477.
Rd.-(Zoned H)East of By-Pass
48. Auto. Services • •(6) Residential Lots belieen Buckley Drive and Mt. Pelia
y
Rd.(Zoned R-1) West of By-Pass
ARO PASTS
•(4) Residential Lots South side of Mt. Pelia Rd. West of Bys s t. odi sr..
moyerey, amsoeirl
Pass plus(12.82)Acres to be developed
tiros,
Batteries,
•(12) Residential Lots(Zoned R-1)on the South side of Mt.
camel seven, onto
ocessoories. 24 Mgr
Pelia Rd. in front of Hospital and along the West side of
levies. Alm e complete Ne. a wed
Peach Street
sat.-.
•Proposed Residential Subdivision with(38)Proposed Lots
733-550,1
•(11.51) Remaining Acres in Tract No. 2
49. Used Cars

47. liotorcydss

a.

STROUT REALTY

1111

IEW11 3
IE
51. Cilly818
51. Services Offered

9259.

Located within ci
limits, on city street,
mile to store. Use as
farmland or develop
AKIO; 50 percent
down, balance at 10
percent interest.

43. Real Estate
1.-411•011,

Registered quarter horses. Jet
Deck breeding. 52710%.

TAPES
LARGEST SELECTION
LOWEST PRICES
Sp

43. Real Estate

AKC Registerd Powanian
puppy, champion bloodline. 759
4518or 753-7437.

RECORDS

Secretary for C. P. A. firm.
Experience should include
excellent typing skills,
bookkeeping, payroll and
sales tax return preparation.
Salary will be commensurate
with experience. Send resume
with past employment history
with reference to R. T. H., 301
Maple St, Murray, Ky.42071.

1
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crete and brick patio,
and gas grill for
those afternoon
cookouts. Phone today for all the details
on this quality home
in a quiet residential
neigbhorhood. Priced in the $50's and
just reduced. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
Budget Pieaser
Keep
warm
economically this
winter in this cozy 2

MOn t e
l 976
Carlo, local one
owner, very low°
mileage

PURDOMS
OLDS/4011LE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC

This land is In the City Limits of Martin, Tennessee (excluding Tracts 98
5). Located across the street from Hospital, across Peach Street from
UTM Property. 4 Corners on Hwy. 45 By-Pass. 48.81 Acres Zoned
Residential and 1.19 Acres Zoned Medical or Related
'ELLIN AIONNVES7

'
-nke0

mem To MA DoiNNIONAL 4,01S ON TIMM..ANO AS A WNOLE. DATOPMAL,

TEMS:181‘S.,i day of sal* 11 balases ulibI.a days(L& ked)
NOTE:

1976 V.W. Rabbit, automatic
transmission.1)975.753-7675.

outlet street. Very
low year-round utility bills, for those cool
nights, a flickering
fireplace adds just
the right touch for
comfort and at-

1978 Chevrolet Malibu. V I
automatic, 67,500 miles,
excellent tires. $37(6). Call 753
9213.
1974 Courier, excellentco
condition. 1003 College Farm
Rd.

Murray

TIRAOT Na.3- 8=98 ACOIril.111
-7r- TRACT Na.5-21.02 Acores.

1404W. Male
753-1311

bedroom bungalow
located on quiet, no

mosphere. Attached
1-car garage and
beautifully
landscaped, shaded lot.
Offered at $34,600
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main in

AGRICULTURAL

1980 Renault LeCar four
speed, air, AM0FM, MPG 29
35.49 2666.

50.rad fleas
1976 Chevy Truck. 62100.00
Call 7511174after6:00p.m.

Announcements mode day of miss suporsiade any prior advertising or announcements

OR

INFORMATION
MCsiti

"'MACY OnIUF

INITII WIESTATI11111111 CINT
N. Lindell St.(Hwy.45)- Martin,Tn. 38237
MICKEY MOORE, Auctioneer 587-9547
GENE CHRISTIAN - 885-4633
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